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An introduction of us, BSD´s and X2 Motion
Beijer Electronics, founded 1981 in Sweden, is working with industrial automation and data communication.
One of our main products is operator HMI panels, which we offer either as a stand-alone product or as a
powerful concept combined with some of our other products: PLC´s, frequency inverters, servos, I/O and much
more. With and a global presence with own offices in 19 countries we count ourselves as a significant player
providing both the needed products and knowledge for existing and new customers.
The main products and services available for servo/motion are:

See the ”Concept” section for a
description of the difference
between positioning with
SoftMotion and SoftControl.

BoX2 pro motion
A dedicated soft PLC controller based
on CODESYS with an EtherCAT
fieldbus. BoX2 pro motion has no iX
Runtime. Combine with a X2 pro panels
to achieve state of the art HMI.

BSD (Beijer Servo Drives)
A product family with EtherCAT servo
drives, motors and accessories ranging
from 100W to 15kW

BSD & iX Start-up project
A comprehensive project template
prepared for eight servo axes.
Servo sizing
Contact us to help you with servo sizing
and selection or download our free
software to do it yourself.

Tuning and commissioning
Use our free software BSD Tools to
configure, tune, diagnose or commission
your servo drive.

Gear boxes and linear units
We can calculate and offer a fitting
gearbox. In addition, we can assist with
design and advice of linear units.

Life time support – for free
When you a buy a product from us you
receive free qualified support by phone
or email.
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Disclaimer
Thank you for your interest in BoX2 pro motion and BSD-L7NH products. This user manual describes how to
use the products safely and efficiently.
Failure to comply with the guidelines outlined in this manual may cause personal injury or damage to the
product. Be sure to read this manual carefully before using this product and follow all guidelines contained
therein.
The contents of this manual are subject to change without notice.
The reproduction of part or all of the contents of this manual in any form, by any means or for any purpose is
strictly prohibited without the explicit written consent of Beijer Electronics.
Beijer Electronics retains all patents, trademarks, copyrights and other intellectual property rights to the material
in this manual. The information contained in this manual is only intended for use with Beijer Electronics
products.
Safety precautions are categorized as either Warnings or Cautions, depending on the severity of the
precaution.
Precautions

Definition

Danger

Failure to comply with these guidelines may cause serious injury or death.

Caution

Failure to comply with these guidelines may cause personal injury or property
damage

Precautions listed as Cautions may also result in serious injury.

Electric Safety Precautions
Danger


Before wiring or inspection tasks, turn off the power. Wait 15 minutes until the charge lamp
goes off, and then check the voltage.



Ground both the servo drive and the servo motor.



Only specially trained technicians may perform wiring on this product.



Install both the servo drive and servo motor before performing any wiring.



Do not operate the device with wet hands.



Do not open the servo drive cover during operation.



Do not operate the device with the servo drive cover removed.



Even if the power is off, do not remove the servo drive cover.

Fire Safety Precautions
Caution


Install the servo drive, the servo motor, and the regenerative resistor on non-combustible
materials.



Disconnect the input power if the servo drive malfunctions.
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Wiring Precautions
Caution


Always use a 1-phase 200-230 or 3-phase 380-480VAC power input for the servo drive.



Always connect the servo drive to a ground terminal.



Do not connect commercial power directly to the servo motor.



Do not connect commercial power directly to the U, V, W output terminals of the servo drive.



Connect the U, V, W output terminals of the servo drive directly to the U, V, W input terminals of
the servo motor, but do not install magnetic contactors between the wires.



Always use pressurized terminals with insulation tubes when connecting the servo drive power
terminal.



When wiring, be sure to separate the U, V, and W cables for the servo motor power and
encoder cable.



Always use the robot cable if the motor moves.



Before you perform power line wiring, turn off the input power of the servo drive, and then wait
until the charge lamp goes off completely.

Start-up Precautions
Caution


Check the input voltage and power unit wiring before supplying power to the device.



The servo must be in the OFF mode when you turn on the power.



After you complete the above settings, set the drive mode for the servo drive that is connected
to the upper level controller in Operation mode[0x6060].



Refer to Chapter 1.2 "System Configuration" to perform I/O wiring for the servo drive according
to each drive mode.



You can check the ON/OFF state for each input terminal of I/O at [0x60FD].

Handling and Operating Precautions
Caution


Check and adjust each parameter before operation.



Do not touch the rotating unit of the motor during operation.



Do not touch the heat sink during operation.



Be sure to attach or remove the I/O and ENC connectors when the power is off.



Extreme change of parameters may cause system instability.
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Usage Precautions
Caution


Install an emergency cut-off switch which immediately stops operation in an emergency.



Reset the alarm when the servo is off. Be warned that the system restarts immediately if the
alarm is reset while the servo is on.



Use a noise filter or DC reactor to minimize electromagnetic interference. This prevents nearby
electrical devices from malfunctioning due to interference.



Only use approved servo drive and servo motor combinations.



The electric brake on the servo motor stops operation. Do not use it for ordinary braking.



The electric brake may malfunction if the brake degrades or if the mechanical structure is
improper (for example, if the ball screw and servo motor are combined via the timing belt).
Install an emergency stop device to ensure mechanical safety.

Malfunction Precautions
Caution


Install a servo motor with an electric brake or separate the brake system for use during
emergencies or device malfunctions.



If an alarm occurs, solve the underlying cause of the problem. After solving the problem and
ensuring safe operation, deactivate the alarm and resume operation.



Do not approach the machine until the problem is solved.

Repair/Inspection Precautions
Caution


Before performing servicing tasks, turn off the power. Wait 15 minutes until the charge lamp
goes off, and then check the voltage. Enough voltage may remain in the capacitor after the
power is off to cause an electric shock.



Only authorized personnel may repair and inspect the device or replace its parts.



Do not modify this device in any way.

General Precautions
Caution


This user manual is subject to change due to product modification or changes in standards. If
such changes occur, we issue a new user manual with a new product number.

Product Application
Caution


This product is not designed or manufactured for machines or systems intended to sustain
human life.



This product is manufactured under strict quality control conditions. Nevertheless, install safety
devices if installing the device in a facility where product malfunctions may result in a major
accident or a significant loss.
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EEPROM Lifespan
Caution


The EEPROM is rewritable up to 4 million times for the purpose of recording parameter settings
and other information. The servo drive may malfunction if the total number of the following
tasks exceeds 4 million, depending on the lifespan of the EEPROM.


EEPROM recording as a result of parameter changes



EEPROM recording as a result of an alarm
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1 BSD-L7NH EtherCAT and BoX2 pro motion
1.1 Much more than hardware
Historically servos have been expensive and used mainly in advanced applications. Complicated wiring and
programming have created a general view that servos should only be used in special cases and must only be
handled by skilled personnel.
Today the case is almost the opposite with prices dropping year by year while the performance keeps going up.
The usability and user friendliness offered by the BSD-servos and BoX2 pro motion certainly allows anyone not
only to use a servo but, in most cases, also to do the programming.
Servos still suffer from the opinion of being exclusive and expensive, but with BSD and BoX2 pro motion the
truth is the direct opposite, proven by the pay back offered initially by the cost effectiveness of the products and
in the long term of the excellent efficiency and durability.
In addition, our solution offers an outstanding ease of use while still being capable of handling almost any
application. We have put a huge effort into our BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Project with a primary goal to
drastically decrease the end user development time.
The purpose of the BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Manual (this document) is to provide a single source to the
information needed to handle an application with EtherCAT-controlled BSD-products and a BoX2 pro motion in
combination with a X2 pro panel.
We are convinced that with this BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Manual and our BSD & BoX2 pro motion
Start-up Project we are providing tools that clearly differentiates us from our competitors.
However, we do not stop there but work hard to maintain customer closeness in all stages, with product
selection, configuration and - last but not least – with our life time free support. Do not hesitate to contact us for
any issue.

1.2 Background
Over time servo prices have decreased and usability improved but it took three major events to speed up the
changing process:
1.
2.

3.

the programming standard IEC 61131-3, introduced in December 1993, describing the five fundamental
programming languages for PLC-controllers
the PLCopen organization originating from the same time and working with developing specifications
for different kinds of automation products, i.e. a servo. The members represent a variety of vendors
with a total knowledge that greatly exceeds what a single company could offer.
the software CODESYS launched in 1994 by the German company 3S.

The thing in common for these was being both product and vendor independent, which at the time was directly
opposite to most solutions that often locked a user to a specific combination of software and hardware.
For a system designer or programmer, it was hard – if not impossible – to switch between products without
having to redevelop almost the whole application. This forced most companies to be loyal to a certain vendor
who in turned thanked the customer by charging expensive software licenses.
CODESYS fundamentally changed this and implements both IEC 61131-3 and libraries following the
specifications of PLCopen. Users gain not only by the quality guaranteed by PLCopen but also by the possibility
to easily switch between products with a minimum of work.
The software philosophy also changed and the developing environment of CODESYS is free and can be
downloaded from Beijer Electronics home page. Instead the hardware manufacturers pay licence costs to
CODESYS for the Runtime software included in the product (that executes the compiled files delivered from
CODESYS developer).
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CODESYS allows products from different vendors to be mixed in the same application in a way that was not
possible before. The challenge for a vendor is to provide a hardware that is best fitted for the task and to provide
tools for a simple integration. End users can profit of a greatly reduced risk and a possibility to test new solution
since the created code can be reused with a different hardware if the initially selected product does not meet the
expectations.

For servo applications more was needed since these require a fieldbus with high performance. A solution was
provided in 2003 with EtherCAT, a powerful deterministic bus based on standard Ethernet media. In 2010
EtherCAT had more than 1000 members and the numbers are steadily growing. EtherCAT is not locked to a
specific type of product meaning that the same network can be mixed with I/O, frequency inverter etc.
The transfer process to open and vendor independent systems have moved slowly and is nowhere near to be
finished. A simple way to keep competitors away is still to offer vendor specific software’s and solutions, but the
number of customers accepting this is steadily decreasing.

1.3 Advantages
Beijer Electronics has developed and manufactured operator panels in more than thirty years with great success
and with big global sales. In 2010 the iX-family was introduced and today the successor X2 is available in a
range of major models for a wide range of environments. BoX2 pro motion is a black box version of X2 pro but
without any touch screen. It should be combined with a X2 pro to a achieve state of the art HMI. BoX2 pro
motion is the only of Beijer Electronics embedded products that offers real time communication via EtherCAT
using the Distributed Clock (DC) and can be very useful also in non-motion applications requiring high
performance.
BoX2 pro motion has no pre-set maximum number of axes. Instead the requirement of the needed performance
sets the limitation. This makes it easy for end users and eliminates the need to buy spare axes for added future
functionality.

1.4 Servo concept solutions
Beijer Electronics provides two main concepts to handle motion applications:
1.

BSD & BoX2 pro motion with Codesys SoftMotion & EtherCAT combined with X2 pro

2.

BSD & X2 control (Nexto) with Codesys SoftControl & EtherCAT,

The fundamental difference is that BoX2 pro motion can be used for all types of positioning while X2 control
lacks possibility for synchronized motion between multiple axes.
For each concept a template has been developed containing functions known to be normally needed. The
templates comprise PLC-code and HMI-screens for movement tests, parameterization, tuning, diagnostics,
alarms etc. By using a template, the development time can be dramatically shortened. In addition, the quality
also increases since the functionality has been thoroughly tested.
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1.5 BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up project
Our BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up project is a very powerful tool providing a project starting point way
beyond what would otherwise be possible. It is tested to a great extent and its use is strongly recommended.

The project contains a number of HMI-screens prepared for a X2 pro 7 panel to handle typical servo operations;
jog, move, home position etc. The purpose of the screens is to keep them for future use by technicians and/or
maintenance personnel. In addition, the project contains a CODESYS PLC-program correctly configured for use
with BSD servos and with a function block comprising all standard servo functionality.

1.6 Typical applications
The performance of BoX2 pro motion is strong enough for demanding applications such as:
•
•
•

all kinds of synchronized movements including circular interpolation
multi axis machines
single axis machines with need of precise control or controlled by external encoder

However, it does not need to be complicated to make sense. BoX2 pro motion fits perfect in any application in
need of positioning and provides extreme ease of use.
•
•
•
•

packaging machines
material handling
pushers with torque control
machines requiring use of EtherCAT for all components

1.7 Expected performance
To precisely specify the performance is difficult since it depends on many factors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The needed functionality
the number of EtherCAT-nodes
the type of node
type of positioning and needed accuracy
the amount of program code
etc.

A BoX2 pro motion includes a Codesys SoftMotion and a Codesys CNC license. This means that a user will
have access to the full motion libraries including functionality for circular interpolating and creating axis groups.
The amount of data that is sent to/from a node will affect the performance and the update rate (scan time) in
Codesys must be set accordingly. A typical recommendation would be: 2 servo nodes = 2ms, 8 servo nodes =
4ms. It is not recommended to set a cycle time > 8ms since that will result in torque fluctuations, especially if the
motor is tuned hard.
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1.8 Available products from Beijer Electronics
EtherCAT is ideal for mixing different types of products. The installation is made quickly with standard shielded
Ethernet patch cables and the node addresses are automatically defined by the connection order.
This makes BoX2 pro motion a very good alternative for many applications and with few limitations. Beijer
Electronics offers a wide range of products that can be connected to an EtherCAT-network.

BSD – Beijer Servo Drives
BSD-L7NHA – 1 or 3-phase 200-240V-EtherCAT-drives from 100W to 3.5kW
BSD-L7NHB – 3-phase 400V EtherCAT-drives from 1kW to 15kW
BSD-FxL – motors for 200V-drives from 100W to 800W
BSD-FxP – motors for 400V-drives from 0.6kW to 15kW
DD-motors – precision high torque motors with zero backlash controlled by standard BSD-L7NHx-drives
BCS – Beijer Control Solutions
Nexto modular PLC with possibility to handle acyclic EtherCAT (not using the DC, distributed clock).
BFI – Beijer Frequency Inverters
BFI-H2 and BFI-P2 inverters between 0.37kW up to 250 kW can be fitted with EtherCAT option cards.
Distributed I/O
I/O-modules in a wide variety of signal types than can be equipped with an EtherCAT bus node module.
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2

Connect, Configure, Run – Quick Start

Description of components and actions needed to install, configure, power up, go online and test run a BoX2 pro
motion application with BSD-series servo drives and motors based on the BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up
project.
Since both CODESYS and EtherCAT are vendor and product independent there are endless combinations of
possible uses. This document is intended for use with an BoX2 pro motion with synchronized EtherCAT
communication via a built in DC (Distributed Clock) and BSD-L7NH-drives, in combination with a X2 pro
panel to provide the HMI. For all other usages contact Beijer Electronics.
This chapter begins with some fundamental information. Go directly to Time to get started to skip the reading
part.

2.1 Required hardware
2.1.1 BoX2 pro motion
Part no
Part No

Product Name

Language Part Description (EN)

100-1155

BoX2 pro motion

High performance Codesys motion controller. CPU Single Core 1GHz, 512MB RAM, 2GB
eMMC, 2xLAN, USB, SD, 24VDC, -10 to +60C, IP20, CE/FCC, Marine, UL

The hardware is identical with a BoX2 pro, however only one CPU core is visible for the user. Main
characteristics:
-

Codesys SoftMotion version 3.5 SP10 patch 10
CNC-license
no iX runtime (not possible to install)
EtherCAT only. Cannot be combined with other fieldbuses

2.1.2 X2 pro operator panels
If a graphical interface is needed the BoX2 pro motion should be combined with an operator panel and our
recommendation is to use X2 pro. It is available in a number of screen sizes (4, 7, 10, 12, 15 and 21”) as listed
below:
Part No

Product Name

Language Part Description (EN)

630000105

X2 pro 4

Touch operator panel, 4,3" iX HMI, 480x272, CPU Single Core 1GHz, 512MB RAM, 2GB
eMMC, 1xLAN, 1x9pin DSUB, USB, SD, 24VDC, -10 to +60C, IP65, CE/FCC, Marine, UL

630000205

X2 pro 7

Touch operator panel, 7" iX HMI, 800x480, CPU Single Core 1GHz, 512MB RAM, 2GB
eMMC, 1xLAN, 1x9pin DSUB, USB, SD, 24VDC, -10 to +60C, IP65, CE/FCC, Marine, UL

630000305

X2 pro 10

Touch operator panel, 10.1" iX HMI, 1024x600, CPU Dual Core 1GHz, 1GB RAM, 2GB
eMMC, 2xLAN, 1x9pin DSUB, USB, SD, 24VDC, -10 to +60C, IP65, CE/FCC, Marine, UL

640000205

X2 pro 12

Touch operator panel, 12,1" iX HMI, 1280x800, CPU Dual Core 1GHz, 1GB RAM, 2GB
eMMC, 2xLAN, 1x9pin DSUB, USB, SD, 24VDC, -10 to +60C, IP65, CE/FCC, Marine, UL

640000305

X2 pro 15

Touch operator panel, 15,4" iX HMI, 1280x800, CPU Dual Core 1GHz, 1GB RAM, 2GB
eMMC, 2xLAN, 1x9pin DSUB, USB, SD, 24VDC, -10 to +60C, IP65, CE/FCC, Marine, UL

As an alternative X2 base can be used but the performance will be affected and the CPU load on the X2 base
panel will be high.

2.1.3 BSD – Beijer Servo Drives
The BSD series comprises all types of servo products and not only drives.
To be able to use the BSD-products with the BoX2 pro motion Start-up project the drive must be selected with
EtherCAT communication. This is valid for the BSD-L7NH-family, see: Servo motor ordering key.
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Servo products are generally offered as a system including drive, motor, cables and other accessories. The motor
must be selected carefully to secure that it will be able to handle the application. To assist Beijer Electronics
offers a free service to do the calculations, alternatively the sizing software is free and can be downloaded from
our homepage

2.2 Required software
As a minimum iX Developer and CODESYS should be installed on the computer that will be used to program the
equipment. The allowed operating system for the software is Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 Bit).

2.2.1 iX software to program and control the HMI
The iX software is developed by Beijer Electronics and is divided in two parts:
-

-

iX Developer, a software used to design and configure the HMI screens to be displayed on the operator
panel, and to administrate a tag database connected with this. In addition iX, Developer contains an
extensive number of drivers to allow communication with a wide variety of products using different
types of protocols.
iX Runtime, a software capable of executing the compiled files delivered from iX Developer. The iX
Runtime software is downloaded with the project files from iX Developer when using a X2 panel. This
means that the version of iX Developer is not critical.

An iX Developer license can be purchased from Beijer Electronics (it is not included with an iX panel). It is one
single license for the development environment bound to one computer, but not bound to a specific iX panel.
Contact Beijer Electronics to order a license for iX Developer.

2.2.2 CODESYS to program and control the soft PLC
CODESYS is a vendor and product independent software that can be used to program industrial controllers. The
software is divided in two parts (very similar to iX Developer/Runtime):
-

CODESYS Developer used to configure the used products and to create the controller program
CODESYS Runtime capable of executing the compiled files created by CODESYS Developer

The CODESYS Developer software is free of charge and can be downloaded from CODESYS homepage or
directly from Beijer Electronics.
The CODESYS Runtime software is included in a BoX2 pro motion and installed during manufacturing. The
license cost (paid by Beijer Electronics to CODESYS) depends on the included libraries and because of this a
SoftMotion license is more expensive. The licenses cannot be changed afterwards.
CODESYS Runtime can also be purchased as a software license to be used if the target is not an iX panel.

2.2.3 BSD Tools for direct access to a BSD drive
BSD Tools is a free software available to download from Beijer Electronics homepage. It connects directly to a
drive without any need of iX or CODESYS. BSD Tools can be used for several purposes:
- to connect to a drive for an initial check or test run before the iX and/or CODESYS application is
finished
- to check I/O’s, for example the brake relay functionality to verify the electrical installation
- to read, set or save parameters
- for a detailed and powerful tuning (can also be done with the Trace functionality in CODESYS).
- to verify or update the drive firmware

2.3 Using SoftMotion on a general C2 base / pro (PC solution)
Although iX SoftMotion can be used with a C2 (or any Windows based PC with the required performance) it is
not offered as a readymade product. However, with some modifications a C2 panel can be used with the BoX2
pro motion-project but it requires a few actions:
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-

-

on a C2 or a general PC the iX Runtime software of the wanted version must be downloaded from Beijer
Electronics homepage and can only be used in combination with a purchased hardware key. The version
of iX Developer must match the version of iX Runtime.
a CODESYS Runtime license must be purchased separately and installed manually. Note that several
licenses may be required to achieve the needed functionality
the iX part of the BoX2 pro motion Start-up project must be converted to a C2 solution
a UPS must be used to maintain power long enough for a controlled shutdown and the C2/PC must be
adapted to handle this.

Contact Beijer Electronics for help with the configuration.

2.4 Handling of CODESYS versions
The CODESYS Runtime version to be used in a BoX2 pro motion is decided by Beijer Electronics R&D
department and installed during manufacturing. This means that for a certain period all BoX2 pro motion panels
will contain a certain version of the CODESYS Runtime software. The version will define the available
CODESYS libraries. Functionality added in newer versions will not be available. Changing the CODESYS
Runtime version requires change of firmware in the BoX2 pro motion device.
When the source code is compiled it is critical to define the correct version of the CODESYS Runtime software.
It is possible to use a newer version of the developing environment and compile the code for an older Runtime
version.
By installing the latest version of CODESYS Developer you will get access to the latest libraries and device
drivers. However, these may too new and not accepted or misinterpreted by CODESYS Runtime. The easiest way
to get access to the wanted versions is to install CODESYS Developer with the same version as CODESYS
Runtime. CODESYS Developer supports multiple installs and the libraries and device drivers from older versions
will be available in newer versions. This allows use of non-version bound features in a newer CODESYS
Developer version (editor improvements, extended monitoring, etc) while maintaining access to data from an
older version.
CODESYS Developer is constantly updated with new features not tested by Beijer Electronics and this may lead
to unexpected behaviour.
To secure functionality Beijer Electronics strongly recommends using versions that have been validated by
us, see: Validated software versions.
Opening the BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up project from an archive file will secure that all settings and
versions are correct.
Always save the project as an archive file when distributing the project. To simply copy the project folder to
another computer will cause unpredictable results.

2.5 Firmware handling
2.5.1 Firmware in BoX2 pro motion
The firmware in BoX2 pro motion contains the operating system and the CODESYS Runtime software including
the licenses. It is updated either via Ethernet communication from a connected computer or by inserting a USB
stick.
Read the instructions attached to the firmware file. Note that there may be restrictions regarding both up- and
downgrading.
To secure functionality Beijer Electronics strongly recommends use of a firmware version that has been
validated by us, see Validated software versions.

2.5.2 Firmware in servo drives
The servo drive contains an internal firmware that may need to be updated to achieve additional functionality.
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The firmware can be updated via the software BSD Tools or by inserting a USB stick (with the wanted firmware)
into the drive. Use an OTG cable to convert from a standard to a mini USB connected (can be ordered from
Beijer Electronics).
To secure functionality Beijer Electronics strongly recommends use of a firmware version that has been
validated by us, see Validated software versions.

2.6 Validated versions – IMPORTANT
The listed combinations below have been carefully tested by Beijer Electronics and it is critical to follow these to
avoid unexpected behaviour or problems with incompatibility.
Software
- iX Developer: Installation files iX Developer version 2.40 SP3
- CODESYS Developer: Version 3.5 SP10 Patch10. Installation files CODESYS 3.5 SP10 Patch 10
- BSD Tools Version 0.84.0 (64 bit). Installation files BSD Tools
Hardware
- BoX2 pro motion: Firmware version 3.5.10.10 Build 594
- BSD drives:
• 200V: BSD-L7NHA v0.93. Firmware file for BSD-L7NHA
• 400V: BSD-L7NHB v0.93. Firmware file for BSD-L7NHB
Start-up project
- BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up project: Version 3.21: BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Example

2.7 Time to get started
This chapter assumes that you have the following minimum equipment:
-

-

a Box2 pro motion device
a X2 Pro panel
a 24VDC power supply
a BSD servo drive of the L7NH-series
a BSD servo motor.
an encoder cable
a motor cable
if the motor is attached with a brake a separate brake cable is needed (or a combined power and brake
cable for some motor models) and an I/O-connector to get access to the digital inputs and outputs of the
drive.
three shielded Ethernet patch cables with RJ45 connectors at each end (straight)

Make sure that the drive, motor and cable combinations are valid, see Product overview.

2.7.1 Connecting the iX panel
Install a 24VDC supply to the BoX2 pro motion and the X2 pro panel. Follow the installation instructions.
Link to BoX2 Installation Manual, Link to X2 pro Installation Manual,
A mains fuse may be needed. Note the polarity and the ground screw on the back plate.

2.7.2 Connection of BSD components
Download and open the BSD installation instructions: BSD Installation and Wiring instructions.
It is always recommended to use an EMC-filter. There are two versions available, footprint and standalone. See
EMC-filter specification for more details.
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2.7.3 Communication and basic setup

2.7.3.1 Configure the LAN B settings on BoX2 pro motion
The communication settings of BoX2 pro motion is modified via a json-script that is edited by the user according
to the desired settings. Follow these steps to edit the LAN B network settings on a BoX2 pro motion.
Note that LAN A must not be changed.
The json script can be found here: Link to json script .
1. Open "BoX2ConfigSet.json" in a text editor. The file name must not be changed.
2. Locate the setting to be changed, for example IP-address on LAN B:
Original:
{
"Number": "1",
"Enabled": false,
"Command": "LAN B IP",
"Entry": [
"192.168.1.1"
],
"Comment": ""
},

Edited:
{
"Number": "1",
"Enabled": true,
"Command": "LAN B IP",
"Entry": [
"192.168.1.2"
],
"Comment": ""
},

Important:
"Enabled" must be changed from 'false' to 'true' in order for the change to take effect.
Several settings can be changed at the same time, but they must individually be set to 'true'.
3. Save the file to a USB-stick and insert it into the BoX2 pro motion.
The setting(s) will be changed immediately. When the process is done the LED on the BoX2 pro motion
will change to a red flash.
4. Remove the USB-stick and restart the BoX2 pro motion.
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5. Verify that the setting was changed by viewing the log file on the USB stick. Example:
New result file input
Time: 2000-5-28 21:32:37
LAN B set IP: 192.168.1.2
Adapter rebind LANB successful

2.7.3.2 EtherCAT between BoX2 pro motion and BSD drive(s)
Connect the shielded Ethernet patch cable between LAN A on the BoX2 pro motion, and ECAT IN on the BSD
L7NH-drive. If more than one drive should be installed, then connect a second patch cable to the port ECAT
OUT of the first drive and ECAT IN on the second drive.
The bus node address numbering is done automatically following the connection order. The node switch on the
BSD-L7NH drive should not be changed (keep it set on zero).
The EtherCAT communication on LAN B is an isolated network dedicated for the EtherCAT master and its
connected slaves. It must not be connected to any other network, switch or similar.

2.7.4 Install BSD Tools
BSD Tools is an independent software used to connect directly to a servo drive via the drive´s built in mini USB
port. BSD Tools can be used to test the functionality of the drive without an iX-panel connected. It can also be
used to change parameters, trouble shoot or update firmware.
BSD Tools can be downloaded for free. See Validated versions.
Install the program by double clicking on the .msi-file (available for both 32- and 64-bit).
Note: controlling a drive via USB an EtherCAT at the same time may lead to unpredictable results.

2.7.5 Verify and if needed update firmware in BSD drive
Connect a USB cable between the computer (standard USB) and the BSD drive (micro USB). To get a stable
communication it is recommended to use a cable with ferrites, see USB communication cable.
Start BSD Tools. Select L7NH in the top left drop down box.

Click on the icon to the right to connect with the drive.
This should bring up a dialog similar to below:
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Check the software (=firmware) version. The name of the drive can be user defined. Click the Save button to
store the name to the drive’s flash memory. Close the dialog by clicking on the top right Close icon.
To update the firmware, select Setup-> Firmware Update from the drop-down menu:

The following dialog is displayed:

Click Open Firmware Downloader to go to the main dialog:

Click Load and browse to the location of the firmware file.
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Select the wanted firmware version and click Open.
Verify that control power is securely connected to the drive and that the mains power is off. Do not turn
off control power or disconnect the USB cable during the update.
Click Start in the firmware dialog

The update process will start. Wait until the Transmission completed dialog is displayed:

The firmware of the BSD drive is now updated.

2.7.6 Install the Start-up project
The next step is to download the BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up project from Beijer Electronics homepage:
www.beijerelectronics.com -> Support -> Help online Tree View. Click the BoX2 node:
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The project can be found under the header Program Examples/Start-up:

Save the project in a project folder and unzip the file. This will create five folders as shown below.

The contents of the folders are:
- 01_Startup Document – PDF-file describing the contents of the Start-up project
- 02_BoX2_Image – BoX2 pro motion firmware
- 03_BSD_Firmware – Firmware to servo amplifier
- 04_CODESYS Project – the actual CODESYS Start-up project
- 05_iX Project – the actual iX Start-up project (one version for each panel size)

2.7.7 Install iX Developer
Download and install the iX Developer software. See Validated versions.

2.7.8 Open the iX Start-up project
Start iX Developer and click the Open icon. Browse to the location of the BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up
project (folder 05_iX Project) and select the project with a matching panel screen size.
Click Open and then select the destination folder where the project should be extracted.
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2.7.9 Download the iX Start-up project
Select the Project tab and then click Download. The project will be compiled and if successful the available X2
pro panels will be listed.

Select the iX panel with the correct IP address and click Download. The project will be downloaded. Do not
click Close before the Progress bar displays Project Started.

2.7.10

Install CODESYS

Install CODESYS Developer. See Validated versions.

2.7.11

Open the CODESYS Start-up project

Select File -> Project Archive -> Extract Archive
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Browse to the project folder and select the archive file:
” CODESYS_3_5_10_1_BoX2_pro_motion_v321.projectarchive”.
Click Open. This will display the following dialog:

Select to extract into to the same folder as the archive file or to a specific folder. Click Extract. CODESYS
Developer will extract the files and open the project and the screen below or similar will be displayed:
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2.7.12

Establish communication btw Codesys and BoX2 pro motion

Connect the programming laptop to LAN B on the BoX2 pro motion device using an Ethernet patch cable with
RJ45 connectors. Make sure that the IP address of the laptop and BoX2 pro motion is in the same range or they
will not be able to connect.
The IP address of the BoX2 pro motion is changed according to the description Configure LAN B network
settings on BoX2 pro motion.
Double click Device and select the tab Communication Settings. Click Scan Network to search for available iX
panels.

This will bring up a search dialog. Click Scan Network to begin the search. After a few seconds a panel similar
as below should be displayed.
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Note that the BoX2 pro motion will not be detected if the version of the Device driver in CODESYS is
different.
Click the Information tab on the device in CODESYS Developer to check the version. It should read 3.5.10.10.2:

2.7.13

Download the CODESYS Start-up project

Once the BoX2 pro motion is detected the CODESYS project can be downloaded. Click the Login icon:

If this is first time use the following dialog will be displayed:
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Click Yes to continue with the download. When finished it should look similar to the screen below:

Click the Start icon (or select Debug -> Start) to activate the execution of the project. The red STOP indication
should change to a green RUN indication.

2.8 Test run the application
Click Beijer HMI to reach the main screen of the Start-up project.
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The Enable HMI button is used to toggle write permission from iX- to CODESYS Runtime. The purpose of this is
to be able to set variables in CODESYS without them being overwritten from iX (useful when troubleshooting).
At this point click HMI Enable to activate the functionality.

Verify that the first node (Servo: 1) is selected. If needed, click the Reset button to clear any alarm.
Check that the LED of the servo drive indicates as below:
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DIGIT5

DIGIT4

DIGIT3

DIGIT2

DIGIT1

This verifies that communication is established between the EtherCAT-master and the drive. Click Servo On.
This will energize the servo motor and the display of the drive should switch to P-RUN. Check by turning the
motor shaft, it should resist movements. Test the motor by jogging forward or backward.
The BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Project has now been successfully started.
For details about the functionality of the BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Project see:
APPENDIX A - BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Project .
The next step is to enter the basic data for each drive: electronic gearing, soft limits, use of absolute encoder etc.
Follow this link to get more information Initial setup and basic parameters.
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3 Product overview
3.1 Drive ordering key
BSD - L7

NH

Mains voltage:
A = 230VAC
B = 400 VAC

Product
series:
L7

Communication:
NH = EtherCat
Network
P = Stand alone

Family name:
Beijer Servo
Drives

A 004 U - 2

Universal
encoder

Output power:
001 = 100W
002 = 200W
004 = 400W
010 = 1000W*
020 = kW
…
150 = 15kW

Mains voltage:
2 = 230VAC
4 = 400 VAC

1) Mains voltage is either 1 or 3 phase 200 - 240VAC or 3 phase 380 to 480 VAC
2) The output power of the L7xA010 model is 800W with 1-phase mains supply and 1000W with three
phases
3) Universal encoder allows connection to several encoder types.
4) Mains voltage is either 1 or 3 phase 200 – 240VAC or 3 phase 400 VAC. The ”2” or ”4” notation is
consistent through all BSD-products

3.2 Motor ordering key
BSD - F

Product
series:
F
Family name:
Beijer Servo
Drives

B

L 004 A MK

Mains voltage:
L = 230VAC
P = 400 VAC

Flange size:
A = 40mm
B = 60mm
C = 80mm
E = 130mm
F = 180mm
G = 220mm
H = 250mm
I = 280mm

A = 3000rpm
D = 2000rpm

Output power:
001 = 100W
002 = 200W
004 = 400W
008 = 800W
010 = 1kW
…
150 = 15kW

2 - 2

Holding brake:
none = NO
2 = YES

Absolute
encoder
& keyed shaft

Mains voltage:
2 = 230VAC
4 = 400 VAC

1) The motor must not be connected directly to grid. Specified mains voltage applies to servo drive.
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3.3 Components selection chart
A typical application contains the following set of products. See the Specifications section regarding details of
each product.

1
4

5

13

2

EMC
3
7
8

11

6
10

9

12

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

BoX2 pro motion acting as EtherCAT Master.
ECAT IN, Ethernet patch cable for EtherCAT INPUT.
ECAT OUT, Ethernet patch cable for EtherCAT OUTPUT to next node.
BSD servo drive, BSD-L7NHAB, see Specifications servo drives.
EMC-filter, BSD-TB6-B
…, see Specifications EMC-filters.
External brake resistor, BSDR
E, see Specifications brake resistors.
STO, Safety, BSD-STO
E, see Specification STO-safety cables & blind plugs. 1)
I/O, I/O-cable, BSD-CN
A, see I/O-cables.
Motor cable, BSD-PF FS, Motor power cables.
Encoder cable, BSD-EF ES , see Encoder cables.
Brake cable, BSD-BF QS, see Motor power and brake cables.
BSD servo motor, BSD-F
AMK , see Specifications servo motors.
X2 pro panel used to display the graphic HMI (iX screens), see Overview X2 pro panels
1) If the safety functionality is not used the STO contact must be blinded with an BSD-CN6KEconnector.
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3.4 Servo drive parts identification
3.4.1 BSD-L7NHA series (1 or 3 phase 200 – 230VAC)

3.4.1.1 BSD-L7NHA (100W, 200W, 400W)
Display
This displays numerical values such as the
L7NH state and alarm number

State LEDs
These LED indicate the current EtherCAT state

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main circuit power is on

Main power connectors (L1, L2, and L3)
These terminals connect to the main circuit power
input.

DC Reactor connectors (PO,PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor to
suppress high-frequency power(PO-PI)

Connector for Analog monitor
Connector for Analog output signal
Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the
drive. You can set the node addresses from
0 to 99..
USB Connector
This port communicates with a personal
computer
EtherCAT Communication port(IN)

EtherCAT Communication port(OUT)

Short circuit these when not in use

Regenerative resistance
connectors(B+,B,BI)
These terminal connect to be external
regenerative resistor
-Short B and BI for basic installations
-If you are using an external resistor,
connect it to the B+ and B terminals
Control power terminals (C1,C2)
These terminals and for the control power input

Safety connector
connector connects safety devices.
-If you are not using any safety devices, be sure
to install the safety jump connector on the L7NH

Input/output signal connector
This connector is for sequence input/output
signals.

Servo motor connecting terminal (U,V,W)
These terminals connects to the main circuit
cable(power cable) of the servo motor

Encoder connector
This connects to the encoder installed on the
servo motor

Ground terminal
The ground terminal prevents electric shock
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3.4.1.2 BSD-L7NHA (1000W)
Display
This displays numerical values such as the
L7NH state and alarm number

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main circuit power is on

State LEDs
These LED indicate the current EtherCAT state
Main power connectors (L1, L2, and L3)
These terminals connect to the main circuit power
input.

DC Reactor connectors (PO,PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor to
suppress high-frequency power(PO-PI)

Connector for Analog monitor
Connector for Analog output signal
Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the
drive. You can set the node addresses from
0 to 99..
USB Connector
This port communicates with a personal
computer
EtherCAT Communication port(IN)

EtherCAT Communication port(OUT)

Short circuit these when not in use

Regenerative resistance
connectors(B+,B,BI)
These terminal connect to be external
regenerative resistor
-Short B and BI for basic installations
-If you are using an external resistor,
connect it to the B+ and B terminals
Control power terminals (C1,C2)
These terminals and for the control power input

Safety connector
This connector connects safety devices.
-If you are not using any safety devices, be sure
to install the safety jump connector on the L7NH

Input/output signal connector
This connector is for sequence input/output signals.

Servo motor connecting terminal (U,V,W)
These terminals connects to the main circuit
cable(power cable) of the servo motor

Encoder connector
This connects to the encoder installed on the
servo motor

Ground terminal
The ground terminal prevents electric shock
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3.4.2 BSD-L7NHB series (3 phase 380 – 480VAC)

3.4.2.1 BSD-L7NHB (1KW)
Display
It shows drive status, alarms, etc.

Connector for analog monitors
It is a connector for checking the analog output signal.

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main circuit power is on.

Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the drive.
You can set the node addresses from 0 to 99.

Status LED
It indicates the current state of EtherCAT
communication.
Main power connectors (L1, L2, and L3)
These terminals connect to the main circuit power input.

DC reactor connector (PO, PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor to
suppress high-frequency power.
-If the DC reactor is not used, be sure to shortcircuit this connector.
Regenerative resistance connector (B+, B, BI)
These terminals connect to the external regenerative resistor.
-For basic installations : Short-circuit B and BI terminals.
-For external resistor installations : Install to B+ and B terminals.

Control power terminals (C1 and C2)
These terminals connect to the control power input.

Servo motor connection terminals (U,V,W)
These terminals connect to the main circuit cable (power
cable) of the servo motor.

USB connector (USB)
This connector is to communicate with a PC.
EtherCAT communication input port (ECAT IN)

EtherCAT communication output port (ECAT OUT)

Safety connector (STO)
This connector connects safety devices.
-If a safety device is not used, be sure to install the safety
jump connector before use.

Input/output signal connector (I/O)
This connector is for sequence input/output signals.

Encoder connector (ENCODER)
This connector connects to the encoder installed
in the servo motor.

Ground terminal
It is a ground terminal to prevent electric shock.
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3.4.2.2 BSD-L7NHB (2KW, 3.5KW)
Display
It shows drive status, alarms, etc.

Connector for analog monitors
It is a connector for checking the analog output
signal.

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main circuit power
is on.

Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the drive.
You can set the node addresses from 0 to 99.

Status LED
It indicates the current state of
EtherCAT communication.

USB connector (USB)
This connector is to communicate with a PC.

Main power connectors
(L1, L2, and L3)
These terminals connect to the main circuit
power input.

EtherCAT communication input port (ECAT IN)

DC reactor connector (PO, PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor
to suppress high-frequency power.
-If the DC reactor is not used, be sure to
short-circuit this connector.

EtherCAT communication output port
(ECAT OUT)

Regenerative resistance connector
(B+, B, BI)
These terminals connect to the external
regenerative resistor.
-For basic installations : Short-circuit B and
BI terminals.
-For external resistor installations:
Install to B+ and B terminals.

Safety connector (STO)
This connector connects safety devices.
-If a safety device is not used, be sure to install the
safety jump connector before use.

Input/output signal connector (I/O)
This connector is for sequence input/output signals.

Control power terminals (C1 and C2)
These terminals connect to the control power input.
Servo motor connection terminals (U,V,W)
These terminals connect to the main circuit cable
(power cable) of the servo motor.

Encoder connector (ENCODER)
This connector connects to the encoder installed in
the servo motor.

Ground terminal
It is a ground terminal to prevent electric shock.
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3.4.2.3 BSD-L7NHB (5KW)

Display
It shows drive status, alarms,
etc.
Status LED
It indicates the current state of
EtherCAT communication.

Connector for analog monitors
It is a connector for checking the analog output
signal.
Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the drive.
You can set the node addresses from 0 to 99.

USB connector (USB)
This connector is to communicate with a PC.
EtherCAT communication input port
(ECAT IN)
EtherCAT communication output port
(ECAT OUT)
Safety connector (STO)
This connector connects safety devices.
-If a safety device is not used, be sure to install
the safety jump connector before use.

Control power terminals (C1 and C2)
These terminals connect to the control
power input.
DC reactor connector (PO, PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor to
suppress high-frequency power.
-If the DC reactor is not used, be sure to shortcircuit this connector.

* It is not a connector for
connection (N)

Main power connectors (L1, L2, and L3)
These terminals connect to the main circuit
power input.
Regenerative resistance connector (B+, B)
These terminals connect to the external
regenerative resistor.
-For basic installations : Short-circuit B+ and B
terminals.
-For external resistor installations : After attaching
internal resistor wiring to the internal resistor
fixing hole “NC” of the case, connect the external
resistor to B+ and B terminals.
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Input/output signal connector (I/O)
This connector is for sequence
input/output signals.
Encoder connector (ENCODER)
This connector connects to the encoder installed in
the servo motor.

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main circuit power is
on.

Ground terminal
It is a ground terminal to prevent electric shock.
Servo motor connection terminals (U,V,W)
These terminals connect to the main circuit cable
(power cable) of the servo motor.

3.4.2.4 BSD-L7NHB (7.5KW)
Connector for analog monitors
It is a connector for checking the analog
output signal.
Display
It shows drive status,
alarms, etc.

Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the
drive. You can set the node addresses from 0
to 99.

Status LED
It indicates the current state of
EtherCAT communication.

USB connector (USB)
This connector is to communicate with a PC.
EtherCAT communication input port
(ECAT IN)
EtherCAT communication output port
(ECAT OUT)
Safety connector (STO)
This connector connects safety devices.
-If a safety device is not used, be sure to
install the safety jump connector before
use.

Input/output signal connector (I/O)
This connector is for sequence input/output
signals.

Encoder connector (ENCODER)
This connector connects to the
encoder installed in the servo motor.

Control power terminals (C1 and C2)
These terminals connect to the control
power input.

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main
circuit power is on.

Servo motor connection terminals
(U,V,W)
These terminals connect to the main circuit
cable (power cable) of the servo motor.

* It is not a connector for
connection (N)
DC reactor connector (PO, PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor to suppress
high-frequency power.
-If the DC reactor is not used, be sure to short-circuit this
connector.
Main power connectors (L1, L2, and
L3)
These terminals connect to the main
circuit power input.

Ground terminal
It is a ground terminal to prevent electric shock.
* NC

Regenerative resistance connector (B+, B)
These terminals connect to the external regenerative resistor.
-For basic installations : Short-circuit B+ and B terminals.
-For external resistor installations : After attaching internal resistor wiring
to the internal resistor fixing hole “NC” of the case, connect the external
resistor to B+ and B terminals.
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3.4.2.5 BSD-L7NHB (15KW)

Connector for analog monitors
It is a connector for checking the analog
output signal.

Display
It shows drive status,
alarms, etc.

Node address setting switch
This switch is to set the node address of the drive.
You can set the node addresses from 0 to 99.
Status LED
It indicates the current state of
EtherCAT communication.

USB connector (USB)
This connector is to communicate with a PC.
EtherCAT communication input port
(ECAT IN)
EtherCAT communication output port
(ECAT OUT)
Safety connector (STO)
This connector connects safety devices.
-If a safety device is not used, be sure to install
the safety jump connector before use.

Input/output signal connector (I/O)
This connector is for sequence input/output
signals.
Encoder connector (ENCODER)
This connector connects to the encoder installed in
the servo motor.
Control power terminals
(C1 and C2)
These terminals connect to
the control power input.

Z

CHARGE lamp
This turns on when the main
circuit power is on.

Main power connectors (L1, L2,
and L3)
These terminals connect to the
main circuit power input.

* It is not a connector for
connection (N)
DC reactor connector (PO, PI)
These terminals connect to the DC reactor to
suppress high-frequency power.
-If the DC reactor is not used, be sure to shortcircuit this connector.

Servo motor connection terminals (U,V,W)
These terminals connect to the main circuit cable
(power cable) of the servo motor.

Ground terminal
It is a ground terminal to prevent electric shock.

Regenerative resistance connector (B+, B)
These terminals connect to the external regenerative
resistor.
-Install external regenerative resistance
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4 Drive status and display
4.1 Status LED

5

6

x10

4

7 89

6

0 1
2 3

ERR

4

RUN

0 1
2 3

L/A 1

5

L/A 0

7 89

The LEDs on the EtherCAT ports of the drive indicate the states of the EtherCAT communications and errors, as
shown in the following figure. There are 3 green LEDs, which are L/A0, L/A1, and RUN, and 1 red ERR LED.

x1

4.1.1 L/A0, L/A1 (Link Activity) LED
The L/A0 LED and L/A1 LED indicate the status of the EtherCAT IN and EtherCAT OUT communication
ports, respectively. The following table outlines what each LED state indicates.
LED status
OFF

Details
Not connected for communication.
Connected, and communication is enabled.

Flickering

ON

Connected, but communication is disabled.

4.1.2 RUN LED
The RUN LED indicates in which status the drive is in the EtherCAT State Machine.
LED status

Details

OFF

The drive is in the Init state.
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LED status

Details
The drive is in the Pre-Operational state.

Blinking

The drive is in the Safe-Operational state.
Single Flash

ON

The drive is in the Operational state.

4.1.3 ERR LED
The ERR LED indicates the error status of the EtherCAT communication. The following table outlines what
each LED state indicates:
LED status

Details

OFF

Indicates normal state of the EtherCAT communication without any error.

Blinking

Indicates that the drive has received a command from the EtherCAT master,
instructing it to perform a setting which is not feasible in the present state or to
perform an impossible state transition.

A DC PLL Sync error occurred.
Single Flash
A Sync Manager Watchdog error occurred.
Double Flash
ON

A servo alarm of the drive occurred.

4.2 Drive Front Panel

6

7 89
6

4

5

x10

0 1

2 3

ERR

4

RUN

0 1

2 3

L/A 1

5

L/A 0

7 89

아날로그 모니터 출력
커넥터
Analog
monitor output connector

x1

노드
스위치
NodeIDID설정
setting
switch
서보 상태 표시7-Segment
용 7-Segment
for indicating servo status
EtherCAT 통신 LED
상태for
및indicating
에러 표시EtherCAT
LED
communication state and error
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4.2.1 7-Segment for indicating servo status
7-Segment for indicating servo status consists of 5 digits as shown below, in the order of Digit1Digit5 from
right to left:
DIGIT5

DIGIT4

DIGIT3

DIGIT2

DIGIT1

Three digits from Digits 3 to 1 of the 7 -Segment represents the drive status as described below if no servo alarm
occurs. In case of servo warning, they will indicate the warning status first, rather than other ones.
Display of Digit 3 - Digit 1

Status details

STO connector not connected

Positive limit sensor input

Servo OFF

Negative limit sensor input

Servo ON

Servo warning W10 occurred (code: 10)

Digit4 indicates the current operation status and servo ready status.
TGON 신호표시

TGON signal indication
ON:회전상태)
(OFF:정지상태,
(OFF:
stop, ON: rotating)

신호표시
INPOS1
위치제어시:
For
position control:
INPOS1
signal indication
INSPD
속도제어시:
For
speed control:
INSPD신호표시
signal indication
For
torque control:
OFFOFF
토크제어시:
중 input in progress
입력
위치제어시:
위치명령
For
position control:
Position
command
속도명령
입력 중input in progress
속도제어시:
For
speed control:
Speed command
For
torque control:
Torque command
입력 중 input in progress
토크제어시:
토크명령
서보 Ready
READY
상태표시
Servo
Status
Display
(OFF:
Not Ready,
ON:ON:Ready)
Ready
Ready,
(OFF:Not

Digit5 indicates the status of the EtherCAT State Machine or of the current control mode and servo ON.
If the status of the EtherCAT State Machine is prior to the operation state (communication setup process):


A preparation status, where a servo operation is not available, indicating that the EtherCAT communication is in progress.

Init state

Pre-Operational state

Safe-Operational state

If the status of the EtherCAT State Machine is the operation state (operation ready):

 A status, where a servo operation is available, indicating the operation mode and status.
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Position control modes: CSP, PP, and IP

Speed control modes: CSV and PV

Homing mode

(ON: Servo OFF, ON: Servo ON)

Torque control modes: CST and PT

In case of servo alarm, the Digits 5-1 blink and are displayed as below. The Digit 2 and the Digit 1 represent the
alarm code. The servo alarm is displayed first, rather than other states.

An example
of alarm
status
알람 상태
출력의
예 output
AL10 AL-10
– IPM Fault
(IPM Fault)

Ex. 1) Limit signal input

입력
DIGIT3~1: 정방향
Positive리미트
limit input
READY
서보ready
DIGIT4 : INPOS1,
INPOS1, servo

Ex. 2) Servo warning triggered

DIGIT3~1:
W01(주전원
결상)+W40(저전압경고)
발생
W01
(main power
phase loss) + W40 (low voltage
warning) occurred
DIGIT4 : INSPD,
INSPD,speed
속도명령
입력
서보 READY
command
input중,
in progress,
servo ready

위치제어모드,
서보ON
DIGIT5 : Position
control mode,
servo ON

Speed control mode,
servo ON
DIGIT5 : 속도제어모드,
서보ON
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5 Diagnosing and troubleshooting abnormalities
AL- appears if a problem occurs during operation. If this happens, try to solve the problem by following the
troubleshooting advice given in this section. If the problem persists, contact our service center.

5.1 Servo Motor
Cause of abnormalities, inspection procedure, and troubleshooting methods
Symptoms
Causes
Inspection process

The motor
does not
move

Remedies

The P-OT and N-OT inputs
are off.

Refer to section 2, "Wiring and
Connection"

The motor has defects.

Use a resistance tester to measure
the resistance to the motor lead
Replace the motor.
terminal (resistance between phases:
several ohms).

The locking screws are loose. Check the locking screws.

Turn on the P-OT and N-OT
inputs.

Tighten any loose screws.

The external wiring is
incorrect, or the cables are
disconnected.

Check the wires to the motor and the Redo the wiring.
encoder.
Replace the cables.

The encoder has defects.

Check the output waves.

The connection is bad.

Check the connection of the motor
lead terminal.

Fix any bad connections.

Check the input voltage of the drive.

Change the power source.

Overloads occur.

Check the condition of the machine.

Remove any foreign substances
from the rotating unit and grease
or lubricate it.

The ambient temperature is
too high.

Check the temperature around the
motor. (40℃ or lower)

The surface of the motor is
contaminated.

Check whether there are any foreign
substances on the surface of the
Clean the surface of the motor.
motor.

Motor rotation The input voltage is low.
is unstable

The motor
overheats

Replace the encoder.
(Contact our service center.)

Change heat transfer structure.
Install a cooling fan.

Reduce the load.
Check the load on the drive.
Overloads occur.

Check the acceleration/deceleration
time.

Increase the
acceleration/deceleration time.
Use a motor with a greater
capacity.

The magnetic power of the
magnets is reduced.

Check the counter voltage and
voltage waveforms.

Replace the motor.

Coupling is bad.

Tighten the coupling screws and
measure the concentricity of the
connection.

Readjust the coupling.

The device is
making a The bearings are abnormal.
strange sound
The parameters are set
incorrectly (the inertia, gain,
and time constants).

Check the bearings for vibrations and
Contact us.
sounds.
Check the parameters.

Refer to Chapter 6, "Object
Dictionary."
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5.2 Servo Drive
Servo Alarm
If the drive detects a problem, it will trigger a servo alarm and transition to the servo off state to stop. In this
case, the value of the emergency stop setting (0x2013) is used to stop the drive.
Alarm Code

IPM fault

Over current

Causes

Details

Motor cable
error

Wiring is incorrect and check
short

Replace motor cable

Encoder
cable error

Wiring is incorrect and check
short

Replace encoder cable

Parameter
cable error

Motor ID [0x2000], encoder
type[0x2001], encoder
form[0x2002] setting value
should be same with applied to
motor label.

Modify motor label and
parameter concordantly

Check motor
phase
resistor

Check if U/V/W phase current
offset(0x2015~0x2017) is 5% or
above of the rated current,
Replace drive

Replace motor

Machine part
has problem

Determine whether there is a
conflict or binding in the
equipment.

Check machine part

Current limit
exceeded

IPM temperature

What to check

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

Error by noise

Check method to improve noise
of wiring, install.

surroundings
temperature

Check whether surrounding
temperature is over 50 [℃]

Continuous
Overload
alarm

Accumulated operate overload
percentage [0x2603] Checking
the load percentage is under
100%

Motor cable
open

Check accumulated regenerative
overload[0x2606]

Drive setting
direction

Check drive setting status

Current offset
Drive error

Lower surrounding temperature
Change drive and motor
capacity,
Please tune gain.
Adjust regeneration resistor
setting[0x2009]
Use external regeneration
resistor.
Refer “2. Wiring and Joint
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error
Motor U/V/W
phase current
offset
oversetting

Please check condition of wiring
for FG. Match wire size of FG
with wire size of drive main
circuit.

Check whether the U/V/W phase
current offset [0x2015~0x2017]
are 5% of the rated current or
higher.

Rerun adjusting phase current
offset
If alarm occurs continually after
adjusting offset of phase
current, please replace new
drive because drive has
problem.
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Alarm Code

Causes
In case of
sequent
operating that
exceed rated
load
Motor brake
error

Details
Check if load which is
accumulating driving load
rate[0x2603]
is below 100% when it is in
constant speed section and stop
Checking whether the motor
brake is not holding

What to check

Change drive and motor
capacity,
Please tune gain.

Provide power to motor brake

Motor ID[0x2000],
Encoder type[0x2001],

Continuous
overload

Parameter
setting error

Over load detected standard
load rate setting [0x200F] Value
checking

Set as proper value

Machine part
has problem

there is no problem for running

Check machine part.

Motor cable
error

Wiring is incorrect and check
short

Replace motor cable.

Encoder
cable error

Wiring is incorrect and check
short

Replace encoder cable.

surrounding
temperature

Check whether surrounding
temperature is over 50 [℃]

Lower surrounding temperature
of drive.

Check if displayed value 1
[0x260B] of drive temperature is
much different with surrounding
temperature when it is normal
condition.

Replace the drive

Drive temperature
1

Drive error

Regeneration
overload

Motor cable open

Check the label of application
motor and encoder form[0x2002]
setting value.

Modify the parameter as same
as motor label information.

Capacity
excess by
high
frequency
operation or
continues
regenerative
operating

Checking overload rate
accumulated regeneration on
0x2606

Adjust value on 0x2009. Use
braking resistor

Parameter
setting error

Check setting value[0x2009] ~
[0x200E]

Set as proper value

Main power
input voltage
error

Check whether Main power has
problem or not.

Recheck the power supply

Drive error

Checking the temperature of
regenerative resistance on
Servo-off status

Replace the drive

Parameter
setting error

Check [0x2015], [0x2015],
[0x2015] Check value offset
current

Motor cable
error

Check whether cable is
disconnected.

Replace the motor cable.

Check short circuit of U,V,W in
Motor (U-V, V-W, W-U)

Replace the motor

Motor error

Drive error

Process the Phase current
offset control procedure
command

If specific alarm signal is
persistently occurred, it is highly
possible to have fault, so Kindly
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Alarm Code

Causes

Details

What to check
recommend you change the
servo drive.

Surrounding
temperature

Check whether surrounding
temperature is over 50[℃]

Lower the surrounding
temperature of drive

Drive error

Comparing displayed drive
temperature 2 [0x260C] in
normal status and the
surrounding temperature.

Replace the drive

Disconnect, wiring is incorrect
and check Short.

Replace encoder cable.

Drive temperature
2

Reserved

Encoder
temperature

Encoder
cable error
Encoder

Modify the parameter as same
as motor label information.

communication
Parameter
setting error

Value of [0x2001], [0x2002] is
same with application motor
label.

So Kindly recommend you
change the servo motor.

Encoder cable
open

Encoder data

Encoder error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace motor. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Setting Motor
ID

Value of [0x2000] is same with
application motor label.

Motor setting

Z Phase open

Low battery

If modified value is not applied
to parameter, it is highly
possible to have fault,

Revise it with motor label
information equally. It is possible
to release alarm when power
off/on after adjusting parameter.

Drive error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Parameter
setting error

Check setting value[0x2014]

If you do not use Z-phase(e.g.,
step motors), set the 14th bit of
warn mask(0x2014), please
masking mask set AL-34.

Encoder
cable error

Wiring is incorrect and check
Short.

Replace encoder cable.

Encoder error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace motor. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Parameter
setting error

Check setting value [0x2005]

It will be no alarm to set as 1
when you use absolute encoder
as the incremental encoder.

Bad
connection of
battery No
connected.

Check status of battery access

Connect battery rightly.
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Alarm Code

Causes
When battery
voltage is low
Encoder
cable error

Sinusoidal ENC

Parameter
setting error

Details
Check whether voltage is over
3.3v.
Wiring is incorrect and check
short Check shield and FG
disconnect
Check setting value of encoder
type [0x2001]

What to check
Replace battery
Replace encoder cable.
Check setting encoder type.
Check speed command.
(Maximum: 250kHz)

amplitude
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace converter.
Because converter may have
problem.
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace motor. Because
drive may have problem.

Sinusoidal ENC
Converter
error

frequncy

Encoder error

Encoder setting
error

Drive / Motor
combination
error
Encoder
cable error

Check brand label code of motor
and drive.

Use motor and drive of same
brand label.

Wiring is incorrect and check
Short

Replace encoder cable.
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Encoder error

Drive error

Under voltage

Check the main power voltage is
over 134[Vac]

Recheck the power supply.

Check DC link value [0x2605] is
over 190[Vdc] when main power
is accordingly input

Replace the drive.

Check wiring of main power
supply

Use 3 phase as supply voltage.

Check whether the main power
voltage is below 253[Vac]

Recheck the power supply.

Check DC link value [0x2605] is
below 405[V] when main power
is accordingly input

Replace the drive.

When braking
resistor is
high

Check operating condition
regenerative resistance.

Review the regenerative
resistance consider the
operating condition and load.

Setting value
of
acceleration/
deceleration

In case of many times for
acceleration/ deceleration

Set longer acceleration/
deceleration time

Main power
input voltage
error
running when
power voltage
is low
Main power
input voltage
error

Over voltage

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

Main power fail

Main power
input voltage
error
Parameter
setting error
momentary
power failure

check voltage between phase
200-230[Vac] of L1, L2, L3

Recheck power supply.

Check setting value according to
state of main power [0x2006]

Wire or set parameter as input
power on (possible 3 phase)

Check setting value [0x2007]

Check main power source or
reduce value of [0x2007]
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Alarm Code

Causes

Details

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

Control power fail

Voltage
between
phase of C1,
C2 error

Voltage between phase of C1,
C2 is within 200-230[Vac].

Recheck power supply of drive
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

Over speed limit

What to check

Motor
Encoder error

Wiring is incorrect and check
Short.

Replace motor cable.

Encoder
cable error

Wiring is incorrect and check
Short.

Replace encoder cable.

Value of [0x2000], [0x2001],
[0x2002] is same with application
motor label.

Modify the parameter as same
as motor label information.

Parameter
setting error

Check setting value [0x6091]

Set Electronic gear ratio low.

Check setting value[0x2100] ~
[0x211F]

Readjust gain according to
operating condition.

Encoder error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Parameter
setting error
POS following
Machine part
has problem

Check setting value [0x3000],
[0x3003], [0x3004].

Set up correct parameter
according to operating method.

Check [0x6091] Setting value

Set Electronic gear ratio low.

Check setting value on 0x6066
of position error excess time,
0x6065 of position error range
Checking it was forced by drive
part

Set up correct parameter
according to operating method.
Check Machine part has
problem
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error
Motor cable
error

Disconnect, wiring is incorrect
and check Short.

Replace motor cable

Encoder
cable error

Disconnect, wiring is incorrect
and check Short.

Replace encoder cable

Value of [0x2000], [0x2001],
[0x2002] is same with application
motor label.

Modify the parameter as same
as motor label information.

Check setting value [0x6091]

Set Electronic gear ratio low...

Parameter
setting
Excessive SPD
deviation
Machine part
has problem

Checking it was forced by drive
part
operating condition of limit
contact point sensor

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.
If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Encoder error

Drive error

Parameter
checksum

When O/S is
changed

Check Machine part.

Check parameter that parameter
setting value was set as
maximum value of variable form

Restore initial parameter
(0x1011). If you restore it,
setting up parameter would be
changed into initial value. So,
set up parameter before
operating
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Alarm Code

Causes

Details

If alarm continue after servo on
again, Replace drive. Because
drive may have problem.

Drive error

Factory setting

Parameter
setting error

What to check

Contact our service center
Check [0x1008] DeviceName

Please download OS or set
capacity of drive again. If alarm
continue after servo on again,
Replace drive. Because drive
may have problem.
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5.3

Servo Warning

If the drive detects an error classified as a servo warning, it will trigger a warning. In this case, the drive will
maintain normal operation condition. After the cause of the warning is eliminated, the warning will be
automatically cleared. In case of a warning, take an appropriate action. You can specify if each warning is
checked with warning mask configuration (0x2014).
Bit

Warning
code

0

W01

Main power phase loss

1

W02

Low voltage of encoder battery

2

W04

Software position limit

3

-

4

W10

Operation overload

5

W20

Abnormal combination of drive/motor and IO Config.

6

W40

Low voltage

7

W80

Emergency signal input

Alarm Code

Causes

Warning name

-

Detail

Main power
input voltage
error

check voltage between phase 200230[Vac] of L1, L2, L3

Recheck power supply.

Parameter
setting error

Check value of main power input
mode set[0x2006] according to state of
main power input.

Wire or set parameter as input power
on(possible 3 phase)

PWR_FAIL

Momentary
power failure

Check value of main power input
mode set[0x2006] according to state of
main power input.

Parameter
setting error

SW_POS_LMT

OV_LOAD

Bad connection
of battery, No
connected.
When battery
voltage is low.

Parameter
setting error

In case of
sequent
operating that
exceed rated
load
Motor brake
error
Parameter
setting
error

Check actual main power or increase
value of checking time of loss of main
power.
If alarm continue after servo on again,
Replace drive. Because drive may have
problem.

Drive error

LOW_BATT

What to check

Check setting value of absolute
encoder [0x2005]

Alarm will be disappeared if you set “1”
when using ABS encoder as incremental
encoder.

Check the status of battery

Connect battery correct.

.Check whether battery voltage is over
3.3V

Replace battery.

Setting function of software restriction
on location [0x2400], Check value of
software restriction on
location[0x607D]

Change value of software position
limit function[0x2400] or change the
set of limit value of maximum position
and minimum position of software
position limit[0x607D]

Check overload warning level
setting[0x2010] and constant
speed section or accumulated
operation overload rate[0x2603]

Change drive and motor capacity,
Please tune gain.
Adjust the setting value overload warning
level[0x2010].

Checking the motor brake is not
holding

Provide supply power to motor brake.

Motor ID[0x2000],
Encoder type[0x2001],
Encoder form [0x2002] value is same
with motor label.

Modify the parameter as same as motor
label information.
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Alarm Code

Causes

What to check

check value of set of overloads
detecting basic load rate[0x200F]

Set as proper value.

Machine part
has problem

There is no problem for running

Check machine part has problem

Motor cable
error

Wiring is incorrect and check Short.

Replace motor cable

Encoder cable
error

Wiring is incorrect and check Short.

Replace encoder cable

Drive / Motor
Combination
error

Check whether capacity of current
of motor is bigger than capacity of
current of drive or not.

reduce value of torque limit or use the
motor which capacity is lower than
capacity of current of drive

IO setting error

Check whether one signal is
assigned more than 2 in digital
input signal assignment[0x2200] ~
[0x2208] and digital output signal
assignment[0x2210]~[0x2213].

Set up correct parameter according to
operating method.

Check if main power has problem or
not

Recheck the power supply.

Check that DC link voltage [0X2605] is
between 190~405 [Vdc] when main
power is supplied correctly.

Replace the drive

Check wiring status of main power

Use 3 phase as supply voltage

It is state of EMG Wiring or drive
parameter(drivecontrol input1[0x211F],
digital input signal1 set[0x2200]~digital
input

Set up correct parameter according to
operating method.

SETUP

UD_VTG

Detail

Main power
input voltage
error
Running when
power voltage is
low

EMG contact
error
EMG

Check signal 16 setting[0x220F]
Drive error

If alarm continue after servo on again,
Replace drive. Because drive may have
problem.
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6 Installing and wiring
6.1 Servo drive installing
6.1.1 Power and control voltage supply
Caution
Do NOT connect NEUTRAL to the N-terminal.

The BSD-L7NHA-series should be supplied by either 1- or 3-phase 200 – 240VAC. The BSD-L7NHB-series
should be supplied with 3-phase 380 – 480VAC.
The power terminals (L1, L2 and L3) provides power to the drive to control the motor (via the motor terminals
U, V and W). The control terminals C1 and C2 provide power to the drive CPU and control circuit. The motor
cannot operate by control power only.
The drive must have a power and control supply with the same voltage level. If a mains contactor is used only
the power terminals (L1, L2 and L3) should be disconnected. If the C1 and C2 terminals are disconnected the
EtherCAT communication will be disrupted and the drive will need to reboot before it is available for operation.
Warning
After disconnecting the main power, ensure that the charge lamp is off before you start wiring.
Failure to do so may result in electric shock.

Always ground the device over the shortest possible distance.

6.1.2 L7NH Wiring Diagram
For detailed wiring diagrams see “BSD Wiring & Installation instructions” on the Beijer Help Online:
BSD Wiring and Installation Instructions.

6.1.3 Operating environment and required spacing
Store and operate this product under the following environmental conditions.
Conditions
Environment
Servo drive
Operating temp.
Storage temp.
Operating humidity
Storage humidity
Altitude

Servo motor

0 ~ 50 °C

0 ~ 40 °C

-20 ~ 65 °C

-10 ~ 60 °C

Below 90% RH (no condensation)

20~80% RH(no
condensation)

1000 m or lower
When installing 1 unit:
More than 40 mm at the top and
bottom of the control panel
More than 10 mm on the left and
right sides of the control panel
When installing 2 or more units:

Spacing

More than 100 mm at the top of
the control panel
More than 40 mm at the bottom of
the control panel
More than 30 mm on the left and
right sides of the control panel
More than 2 mm between units
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Conditions

Environment

Servo drive

Servo motor

Ensure the installation location is free from dust, iron, corrosive gas,
and combustible gas.

Other

Ensure the installation location is free from vibrations or the potential
for hard impacts.

Follow the installation guide lines below to secure proper ventilation.

More than
40 mm

More than
100 mm

More than
10 mm

More than
10 mm

More than
10 mm

More than
10 mm

More than
40 mm

More than
40 mm

More than
2 mm

6.2 EMC-filter
Always install an EMC-filter in series with the power- and control supply to the servo drive. This will minimize
any the risk of disturbances affecting the drive or other electrical components.
The EMC-filter is available in two versions: stand-alone or footprint. The stand-alone filter can be used for
multiple drives as long as the rated current is not exceeded. The footprint filter is for one drive only but requires
no additional cabinet space since it is mounted directly below the drive. For detailed information see
Specification EMC-filters.

6.3 Brake resistors
For external regenerative resistors, remove the short-circuit pins and use standard resistors for the B+ and B
terminals.
Model

Resistance
Value

Standard
Capacity

100 Ω

Built-in 50 W

* Notes

100[W]
200[W]
400[W]
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Model

Resistance
Value

Standard
Capacity

800[W]

40 Ω

Built-in 100 W

* Notes

Caution
Ensure that during installation the heat from the external regenerative resistor
does not affect the drive.
Ensure that the servo drive control panel is flat against the wall during
installation.
Ensure that the metal powder from drilling does not enter the drive when
assembling the control panel.
Ensure that oil, water, and metal dust do not enter the drive through gaps in the
casing.
Protect the control panel by spraying compressed air in areas which accumulate
harmful gases or dust.
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6.4 Wiring of I/O- signals
I/O Connector specification : 10120-3000PE (3M)

11

1

2

3 12 13

4
6

5 14

15

16

17

9 18

19

7

8
10

20

Analog Monitor Connector specification : DF-11-4DS-2C (HIROSE)

3

4

1

2

6.4.1 Names and Functions of Digital Input/Output Signals
Names and Functions of Digital Input Signals (I/O Connector)
Pin
Number

Name

Assigned

Details

6

+24V

DC 24V

DC 24 V
INPUT

11

DI1

POT

12

DI2

NOT

Reserve
rotation (CW)
prohibited

The actuator stops the servo motor to prevent
it from moving beyond the motion range in
reserve direction.

7

DI3

HOME

Origin sensor

Connects the origin sensor to return to the
origin.

8

DI4

STOP

Servo stop

Stops the servo motor when the contact is on.

13

DI5

PCON

P control
action

When the contact is on, it converts the mode
from PI control to P control.

14

DI6

GAIN2

Switching of
the gain 1 and
gain 2

When the contact is on, it switches the speed
control gain 1 to the gain 2.

Function
COMMON

Forward
The actuator stops the servo motor to prevent
rotation (CCW) it from moving beyond the motion range in
prohibited
forward direction.
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9

DI7

PCL

10

DI8

NCL

Forward
torque limit
Reverse
torque limit

When the contact is on, the forward torque
limit function is activated.
When the contact is on, the reverse torque
limit function is activated.

** PROBE1

Touch probe 1

The probe signal to rapidly store the position
value (1)

** PROBE2

Touch probe 2

The probe signal to rapidly store the position
value (2)

** EMG

Emergency
stop

Emergency stop when the contact is on.

** ARST

Alarm reset

Resets the servo alarm.

** LVSF1

Vibration
suppression
Filter 1

Use the Vibration suppression filter 1
according to the vibration suppression filter
configuration(0x2515)

** LVSF2

Vibration
suppression
Filter 2

Use the Vibration suppression filter 1
according to the vibration suppression filter
configuration(0x2515)

** SVON

Servo on

Servo on when the contact is on

Note 1.

**Signals not assigned by default as factory setting. The assignment may be changed by
parameter setting. For more information, refer to 5.2 Input/Output Signals Setting.

Note 2.

Wiring can be also done by using COMMON (DC 24 V) of the input signal as the GND.

Names and Functions of Digital Output Signals
Pin
Number

Name

Assigned

1

DO1+

BRAKE+

2

DO1-

BRAKE-

17

DO2+

ALARM+

18

DO2-

ALARM-

3

DO3+

RDY+

Details

Brake

Function

Outputs brake control signal.

Servo alarm

Outputs signal when alarm occurs.

Servo ready

This signal is output when the main power
is established and the preparations for
servo operation are complete.

Zero speed
reached

Outputs a signal when the current speed
drops below the zero speed.

** INPOS1

Position
reached 1

Outputs signal when having reached the
command position (1)

** TLMT

Torque limit

Outputs signal when the torque is limited.

** VLMT

Speed limit

Outputs signal when the speed is limited.

** INSPD

Speed
reached

4

DO3-

RDY-

19

DO4+

ZSPD+

20

DO4-

ZSPD-

** WARN

Outputs signal upon reaching the command
speed.

Servo warning Outputs signal when warning occurs.

** TGON

Rotation
detection

Outputs signal when the servo motor is
rotating above the set value.

** INPOS2

Position
reached 2

Outputs signal when having reached the
command position (2)
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Note 3.

** Unassigned signals. The assignment may be changed by parameter setting. For more
information, refer to 5.2 Input/Output Signals Setting.

6.4.2 Names and Functions of Analog Input/Output Signals

6.4.2.1 Names and Functions of Analog Input Signals (I/O Connector)
Pin
Number

Name

Details

Function
Limit the torque output of the motor by supplying

15

A-TLMT

Analog Torque
Limit

-10~ +10V between A-TLMT(AI1) and AGND. Set
the [0x221C] for scaling between input voltage
and torque limit.

5

AGND

AGND(0V)

Analog ground

Names and Functions of Analog Output Signals (Analog Monitor
Connector)
Pin
Number

Name

Details

1

AMON1

Analog monitor1

Analog monitor output (-10V to +10V)

2

AMON2

Analog monitor2

Analog monitor output (-10V to +10V)

3

AGND

AGND(0V)

Analog ground

4

AGND

AGND(0V)

Analog ground

Note 4.

Function

You can change the output variables to be monitored with analogue monitor output by
parameter setting. For more information, refer to 5.2.3 Assignment of Analog Output Signals
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6.4.3 Examples of Connecting Input/Output Signals
Examples of Connecting Digital Input Signals
Caution
The input contact can be set to the Normal-OFF or the Normal-ON, based on the
characteristics of individual signal.
Each input contact can be assigned to 15 functions.
For more information on signal assignment and contact change of the input contact, refer to
5.2 Input/Output Signals Setting.
The rated voltage is DC 12V to DC 24V.

External Power
supply
12 VDC to
24 VDC

Servo drive

R2

Internal
circuit

R2

Internal
circuit

DI1
R1

DI4

R1

R1: 3.3KΩ, R2: 680Ω

Example of Connecting Digital Output Signals
Caution
1. The output contact can be set to the Normal-OFF or the Normal-ON, based on the
characteristics of individual signal.
2. Each output contact can be assigned to 11 output functions.
3. For more information on signal assignment and contact change of the output contact,
refer to 5.2 Input/Output Signals Setting.
4. Over voltages or over currents may damage the device because it uses an internal
transistor switch.
5. The rated voltage and current are DC 24 V ± 10% and 120 [㎃].
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Servo drive
DO1+

L

Internal
circuit

DO1-

DO2+

L

Internal
circuit

DC 24V
DO2-


Note 5.

For DO1 and DO2 output signals, the GND24 terminal is separated.

Examples of Connecting Analog Output Signals
Caution
6. For more information on settings and scale adjustment of monitoring signals, refer to
5.2.3 Assignment of Analog Output Signals.
7. The range of analogue output signals is -10V to +10V.
8. The resolution of analogue output signal is 12 bits.
9. The maximum load current allowed is 2.5 [mA].
10. The stabilization time is 15 [us].

Servo Drive
ANALOG MONITOR1

ANALOG MONITOR2

AGND
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6.4.4 Diagram of Connecting Input/Output Signals
Dgital Input
+24V IN

Digital Output

(DO1)

6

1

BRAKE+

2

BRAKE-

17

ALARM+

18

ALARM-

3

READY+

4

READY-

19

ZSPD+

20

ZSPD-

**

INPOS1

3.92kΩ

DC 24V
11

(DI1)

NOT

12

(DI2)

HOME

7

(DI3)

STOP

8

(DI4)

PCON

13

(DI5)

GAIN2

14

(DI6)

PCL

9

POT

NCL

10

PROBE1

**

PROBE2

**

EMG

**

A-RST

**

(DO2)

(DO3)

(DO4)

(DI7)
(DI8)

**

TLMT

**

VLMT

**

INSPD

**

WARN

**

TGON

**

INPOS2

Analog Input
Analog
Torque
Limit

A-TLMT

15

GND

5

I/O

STO

Safety Funtion
Input

3.92kΩ
STO1STO1+

3
4

STO2-

5

STO2+

6

(DO1)

(DI1)

Safety Funtion
Output
7

EDM+

8

EDM-

3.92kΩ
(DI2)

Analog Monitor

Analog
Monitor

1

MONITOR 1

2

MONITOR 2

4

-10V ~+10V
-10V ~+10V

AGND

Note 1.

The input signals DI1 – DI8 and output signals DO1 – DO4 are the factory default signals.

Note 2.

Always use a relay for controlling the motor brake.
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6.4.5 Selecting a motor with or without brake
All BSD motors can be ordered with or without a spring-loaded mechanical brake. The brake is intended to hold
the load at a fixed position when the servo drive is not operating. The brake cannot be used for any kind of active
braking. Furthermore, it cannot be used for any safety functionality.
The brake is operated with a magnet clutch built into the motor. The clutch must be activated for the brake to
release.
For detailed information about the brake see: Motor brake specification
The motor is normally stronger than the brake. Running the motor with an activated brake will damage the brake
permanently. Make sure that the brake relay is controlled in a correct way, using the BRAKE-terminals on the
IO-connector.
Note: always use a relay to control the brake. Always use a separate power supply for the brake. Connect
a transient protection in parallel with the brake. See wiring diagrams.

6.4.6 Wiring for Safety Function Signals (STO)
The STO safety connector is used to operate the STO (Safe Torque Off) functionality. Note that if the STO
functionality should NOT be used the STO connector must be blinded using the BSD-STO-connector (included
when ordering an amplifier).
Important. If the main safety module has a test pulse functionality it must be turned OFF.
The STO connector has been changed due to manufacturing issues and is available in two versions.
Drives with article numbers 71400, 71411, 71422, 71433 and 71444 should use safety cables marked BSDSTO
BE and blind plugs marked BSD-CN6JE, See Start-Up: BSD Beijer L7N Servo Drives (KI00354).
All other amplifiers should use safety cables marked BSD-STO

AE and blind plugs marked BSD-CN6KE.

For more information see Specification STO-safety cables & blind plugs

2069577-1(Tyco Electronics)

2

4

6

8

1

3

5

7

6.4.7 Names and Functions of Safety Function Signals
Pin
Number

Name

1

+12V

2

-12V

3

STO1-

DC 24V GND

4

STO1+

Blocks the current (torque) applied to the motor when the signal is off.

Function

Bypass Wiring
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5

STO2-

DC 24V GND

6

STO2+

Blocks the current (torque) applied to the motor when the signal is off.

7

EDM+

8

EDM-

Monitor signal output for checking state of safety function input signal.

6.4.8 Example of Connecting Safety Function Signals
Caution
11. The rated voltage is DC 12 V to DC 24 V.
12. When the contacts of STO1 and STO2 are off, the motor output current is blocked.
24V
Power

~
STO1+
Operation
Signal
Blockibng

STO1-

STO2+

Blocking

STO2-

EDM+

Safety Module
EDM-

M



6.4.8.1 Safety signals operation chart
Setting

/HWBB1

/HWBB2

EDM

STO State

1

OFF

OFF

ON

STO

2

ON

OFF

OFF

STO

3

OFF

ON

OFF

STO

4

ON

ON

OFF

Normal State
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6.4.9 Wiring for Bypass Safety Function Signal
When the STO function is not used, L7NH Series offers Mini I/O By-pass connector with internal Bypass
wiring. When using Mini I/O Plug connector, follow below instruction for using Bypass function.
Wiring Mini I/O Plug connector as below picture. Connect +12V to STO2-, -12V to STO1+ and STO- to
STO2+. Then, it will be able to use safety function signal as bypassing. Never use this Power(+12V, -12V) for
other purpose.

Mini I/O By-pass Connector
2

1

4

6

8

3

5

7

1971153-1(Tyco Electronics)
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6.4.10

Wiring for EtherCAT Communication Signals

Names and Functions of EtherCAT Communication Signals
Pin
Number

Signal Name

1

TX/RX0 +

White/Orange

2

TX/RX0 -

Orange

3

TX/RX1+

White/Green

4

TX/RX2 -

Blue

5

TX/RX2 +

White/Blue

6

TX/RX1 -

Green

7

TX/RX3 +

White/Brown

8

TX/RX3 -

Brown

Plate
Note 3.

Line colour

Shield

EtherCAT only uses signals from No. 1, 2, 3, and 6.
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7 Initial setup and basic parameters
The BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up project takes care of the absolute majority of settings needed to get the
application running, however the user dependent parameters must be set before any meaningful use is possible.
Some of these are set in CODESYS and some are set in the BSD drive(s).

7.1 Set parameters from CODESYS
CODESYS provides a functionality called Start-up Parameters, reached by double clicking on the servo drive.
Any parameter included in the table will be downloaded to the drive each time the application is started (and
communication is established). Note that these values are not written to the EEPROM. Also note that a large
amount of values will increase the Start-up time of the application.
Still the use of Start-up Parameters is often a good solution and simplifies future hardware replacements if
needed.

Most of these parameters are initiated when the servo drive control power is turned on. The parameter value
must be written to the EEPROM-memory (flash) of the servo drive followed by a power cycle.

7.2 Set parameters from iX
Parameters can be changed from the iX Parameters screen by editing a parameter value followed by clicking the
Write button. Remember to click Save All (EEPROM) to store the value to the drive flash memory.

7.3 The typical parameters to be set is:
-

electronic gearbox
use of soft- and/or hardware limits
use of the absolute encoder functionality,

followed by an auto tuning for each axis and finally (if needed) a homing.
The BSD-drives contains an extensive set of parameters in an internal flash memory. If a parameter value is
changed it must be saved to the flash memory. Fundamental parameter values will not take effect until the next
power up of the drive. This means that parameter changes must be done by following a specific sequence, either
from CODESYS or iX.
The BSD-L7NH-drives will automatically detect the attached motor and encoder type.
This section only describes a few of the available parameters. Refer to the main manuals for an in-depth
description of all parameters.
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7.3.1 Setting the electronic gearbox
The purpose of the electronic gearbox is to hide the encoder resolution and mechanical design, so that the
programmer can code all positions in the program with a suitable unit in the application. This makes the program
easy to read and if the encoder or mechanical solution is changed this can be handled by changing one single
setting; the electronic gearbox.
Example: Most BSD servo motors have a resolution of 19 bits or 524288 counts per turn. If the motor is
mounted directly to a ball screw with a mechanical movement of 10 mm per turn the electronic gearbox can be
scaled as:
(encoder counts for the movement / movement in user units):
524288 / 10
This will cause all program positions to be multiplied by the electronic gearing. Moving to 20 mm would mean:
20 * (524288 / 10) = 1048576 which is equal to two motor turns (2 x 524288).
Note: The electronic gearing can be defined both in the BSD drive and in CODESYS. We recommend
using the CODESYS parameters and leave the BSD electronic gearing inactive.
The electronic gearbox is found in CODESYS by double clicking on the servo motor in the EtherCAT node´s
list.
Set the relation between the servo motor and the mechanical solution in three steps (the values in the description
below relates to the settings on the screen shot):
1.

Relation between motor counts and motor turns (counts / turn) =
524288 counts (or 16#80000 (hexadecimal)) = 1 motor turn

2.

Gearing. Set the number of motor turns per gear output turns. This does not have to be a physical
gearbox, all equipment that creates a gearing must be specified here:
1 motor turn = 1 output turn (the example does not contain a gearbox)

3.

Mechanical movement per gear output turns in application units:
1 output turn = 10 user units (which in our example means millimetre)

If there was a gearbox with a gearing of, say, 4:1 (four revolutions of the servo motor results in one revolution of
the gearbox output shaft) then the electronic gearbox should be defined as below:
4.

Relation between motor counts and motor turns (counts / turn) =
524288 counts (or 16#80000 (hexadecimal)) = 1 motor turn
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5.

Gearing. Set the number of motor turns per gear output turns. Enter gearbox data here.:
4 motor turns = 1 output turn (gearing 4:1)

6.

Mechanical movement per gear output turns in application units:
1 gear output turns = 10 user units (which in our example means millimetre)

7.3.2 Rotation direction
The rotation direction reference can be changed in both in CODESYS and in the drive. We recommend changing
it in the drive using parameter 0x2004 as this will handle all functionality related to the end limits (if used):
0x2004

Rotation Direction Setting

ALL

Variable
type

Setting
range

Initial value

Unit

Accessibility

PDO
assignment

Change
attribute

Storage

UINT

0 to 1

0

-

RW

No

Servo off

Yes

Set the rotation direction of the motor. You can change the rotation direction with this setting
when the direction is changed between forward and reverse relative to the user at the final
apparatus section.
Setting
values

Details

0

With a forward command, the motor rotates counter clockwise.
Then, the position feedback value increases.

1

With a reverse command, the motor rotates clockwise.
Then, the position feedback value increases.
Case 0x2004 value is 0

Forward command,
Motor rotates
conterclockwise

Reverse command,
Motor rotates clockwise

Case 0x2004 value is 1

Forward Command,
Motor rotates clockwise

Reverse Command,
Motor rotates
counterclockwise

7.3.3 Soft- and hardware limits
Many applications need some kind of position limit to prevent unallowed movements. A hard- or software limit
will define the highest (positive) and lowest (negative) allowed position. Hardware limits are connected to the
control signal inputs P-OT and N-OT and cannot be changed dynamically. In opposite a software limit is defined
by the program and can be turned on and off at any time during operation as well as having its position changed,
but at the cost of a somewhat lower reliability. The application specifications decide if hard- and/or software
limits are needed.
When a hard- or software limit is reached the motor will stop and the drive will give an alarm. After the alarm is
reset the motor is only allowed to move in the opposite direction. Ideally the limits should be set so that the
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brake distance of the motor will allow it to stop if reaching the limit at maximum speed, without causing any
damage. If using hardware limits the sensors should be installed so the motor cannot reach the “wrong side” of
the end limit.
Note: Software limits can be defined both in the BSD drive and in CODESYS. We recommend using the
CODESYS parameters and leave the BSD soft limits as inactive.
The software limits are defined in CODESYS by double clicking on the servo motor in the EtherCAT node´s list.
Set the positive and negative software limit in user units and check if the software limits should be active or not.
The software limits can also be accessed via the generic driver.

The same screen is used when selecting between a modulo or finite application. The position value in a finite
application will count up or down until the maximum value for the data type is reached, for a double integer the
position limits will be +/- 2147483648 counts.
A modulo application will have a defined value where the position value resets to zero, for example a turn table
scaled in degrees can set its modulo value to 360.0. In forward direction the position value will increase up to
359.9 degrees and then it will be reset to zero. This allows for simple positioning in angular systems or
applications that always rotates in the same direction.
Software limits cannot be used in a modulo application.

7.3.4 Selecting incremental or absolute encoder
All BSD motors are equipped with a multi turn encoder that stores the motor position in two variables:
1.
2.

the actual shaft angle as a 19-bit value (524288 ppr), (18-bit on the FAL-motors)
the number of motor rotations since last calibration as a 16-bit value (65536 turns)

The functionality is selected via parameter 0x2005:
0x2005

Absolute Encoder Configuration

ALL

Variable
type

Setting
range

Initial value

Unit

Accessi
bility

PDO
assignment

Change
attribute

Storage

UINT

0 to 1

1

-

RW

No

Power
recycling

Yes

Set the usage of the absolute encoder.
Setting values

Details

0

Uses the absolute encoder as the absolute encoder. Uses the multi-turn data.

1

Uses the absolute encoder as the incremental encoder. Does not use the
multi-turn data. Does not display any battery-related alarm/warning.

The type of encoder cable decides the available functionality, and the cables are available as either absolute or
incremental.
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7.3.4.1 Absolute encoder functionality
An absolute encoder cable is delivered with a backup battery that will maintain the encoder value if the drive is
powered off, even if the motor is rotated.
An application configured to use the absolute encoder functionality only needs to be calibrated once and will
keep its position as long as the encoder power supply is maintained.
After a successful homing the drive reads the multi turn data and stores these values to its internal flash memory.
The servo position is reflected to the user relative to this value and (if wanted) an offset.
If the drive or motor is replaced the absolute position is lost and a new homing must be done.
Each absolute homing will trigger a write to flash. Do not overuse this functionality since the flash memory
allows only a limited nr of write operations.

7.3.4.2 Incremental encoder functionality
An incremental encoder cable will result in a cleared encoder value if the servo drive control power (C1, C2) is
turned off. Use this type of cable in applications where a reference point is not needed or if a recalibration is
easily made, or needed for other reasons, for example slippage.

7.3.5 Encoder battery warning and replacement
Note: always keep the encoder cable attached to the motor.
The backup battery must be changed at regular intervals. Typical replacement interval is every second year, but
it might be shorter if the drive is kept powered off for extensive periods.
When the battery needs to be replaced (voltage < 3.3V) the drive will issue a warning:
LOW_BATT WARNING
Note: the warning is only displayed of the absolute functionality is selected (0x2005 = 0).
To replace the battery power off the drive, remove the old battery and install the new. An internal capacitor in
the servo motor will keep the encoder position while the battery is dismounted.
Note: if the drive is powered on with a battery level < 3.3V if will display an alarm:
LOW_BATT ALARM
The only way to reset this alarm is to replace the battery or to turn off the absolute encoder functionality.

7.3.6 Tuning
The purpose of motor tuning is to adapt the motor behaviour to the attached load. A well-tuned motor will
minimize the stress of the load and at the same time run with minimum sound and current consumption.
For more information see Servo – Tuning.

7.3.7 Selecting the home position and calibration method
A calibration or homing defines a reference position for the servo. When a calibration is done the encoder is set
to a user defined value, normally zero. All absolute movements will be made according to this position.
Depending on the calibration method a calibration can be made with or without a home sensor. The easiest
calibration method for systems without any risk of slippage is to calibrate once without a sensor (used in the BSD
& iX Start-up program). This is done by moving the motor to the desired position and then issuing a calibration
command. The most important concern with this method is to mark or document the home position so the
calibration can be repeated in the future, if needed.
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A home sensor can be used if there is a risk for the position to slip or to allow the home position to be adjusted
by simply moving the sensor.
A homing method with a physical sensor normally involves a sequence to search for the sensor. Decide the
positive movement direction and then mount the home sensor close to lower end limit. This will speed of the
process since it is possible to always start the sensor search in negative direction and will probably allow the
home position to be set to or close to zero.
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8 Hardware specification
8.1 Specification servo drives
8.1.1 Servo drives 200V BSD-L7NHA
Name
Item

BSD-L7NHA
001U-2

BSD-L7NHA
002U-2

BSD-L7NHA
004U-2

Main power

1- or 3-phase AC200 ~ 230[V](-15 ~ +10[%]), 50 ~ 60[Hz]

Control power

Single-phase AC200 ~ 230[V](-15 ~ +10[%]), 50 ~ 60[Hz]

BSD-L7NHA
010U-2

Input power
Rated output current (A)

1.4

1.7

3.0

6.75

Peak output current (A) (3s)

4.2

5.1

9.0

20.25

Encoder Type
Speed control
range
Frequency
response
Control
performance

Speed change
rate

Quadrature(Incremental), BiSS-B, BiSS-C(Absolute, Incremental),Tamagawa Serial(Absolute, Incremental),
EnDat 2.2, Sinusoidal, Analog Hall
Maximum 1 : 5000
Maximum 1 kHz or more (when the 19-bit serial encoder is applied)
±0.01% or lower (when the load changes between 0 and 100%)
±0.1% or less (temperature of 25℃ (±10))

Torque control
Repeat
accuracy

Within ±1%
FoE (Firmware download)

Communication
standard

EoE (Parameter setting by UDP, Tuning, Secondary function, Parameter copy)
CoE (IEC 61158 Type12, IEC 61800-7 CIA 402 Drive profile)

Physical layer
Connector
EtherCAT
Communication
specifications

Communication
distance
DC
(Distributed
Clock)
LED display

100BASE-TX(IEEE802.3)
RJ45 x 2
Within connection between nodes 100[m]
By DC mode synchronism. minimum DC cycle: 250[us]
LinkAct IN, LinkAct OUT, RUN, ERR
Profile Position Mode, Profile Velocity Mode, Profile Torque Mode

Drive
Profile

Cyclic Synchronous Position Mode, Cyclic Synchronous Velocity Mode, Cyclic Synchronous Torque Mode
Homing Mode
8 inputs. Voltage range : DC 12[V] ~ DC 24[V]
15 functions can be selected for assignment.

Digital input

(*POT, *NOT, *HOME, *STOP, *PCON, *GAIN2, *P_CL, *N_CL, PROBE1, PROBE2, EMG, A_RST, SVON,
LVSF1, LVSF2)
Note) * Default configuration

Digital
input/output

Service rating: 4 outputs. DC 24[V] ±10%, 120[mA]
Above 11 functions can be selected for assignment.
Digital output

(*BRAKE±, *ALARM±, *READY±, *ZSPD±, INPOS±, TLMT±, ,VLMT±, INSPD±, WARN±, TGON±,
INPOS2±)
Note) * Default configuration
Input Voltage range : -10[V] ~ +10[V]

Analog input
Analog
input/output

Function : Analog torque limit
Total 1 input channel (not allocable)
Total 2 input channels (allocable)

Analog output
Above 25 functions can be used selectively for assignment.
Safety function
Function
USB
Communication

Communication
standard
Connect

2 input channels (STO1, STO2), 1 output channels (EDM±)
Firmware download, Parameter setting, Tuning, Secondary function, Parameter copy
USB 2.0 Full Speed (applies standard)
PC or USB storing medium
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Dynamic

Standard built-in brake (activated when the servo alarm goes off or when the servo is off).

braking
Regenerative

Both the default built-in brake and an externally installed brake are possible.

braking
Display

Seven segments (5 DIGIT)

function
Internal function

Self-setting

The [Mode] key changes the content displayed in the 7 segments.

function
Additional

Auto gain tuning function

function
Protection
function
Temperature
Environment

Humidity
Environment

Order data

Overcurrent, overload, overvoltage, low voltage, main power input error, control power input error,
overspeed, motor cable, heating error (power module heating, drive temperature error), encoder error,
excessive regeneration, sensor error, communication error
0 ~ +50[℃] / -20~ +65[℃]
90% RH or less (no condensation)
Indoors in an area free from corrosive or combustible gases, liquids, or dust.
Article number
71461
71462
71463
71464

Product name
BSD-L7NHA001U-2
BSD-L7NHA002U-2
BSD-L7NHA004U-2
BSD-L7NHA010U-2

Comment
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8.1.2 Servo drives 400V BSD-L7NHB
Name
Item

BSD-L7NHB
010U-4
Main power
Control power
Rated current (A)
Peak current (A)

Input Power

Encoder Type

Control
performance

Speed control
range
Frequency
response
Speed regulation
Torque control
repeatability
Communication
Specification

EtherCAT
Communication
Specification

Physical layer
Connector
Distance
DC
(Distributed Clock)
LED display

BSD-L7NHB
020U-4

BSD-L7NHB
035U-4

BSD-L7NHB
050U-4

BSD-L7NHB
075U-4

BSDL7NHB
150U-4

Three-phase AC 380-480 V (-15-10%), 50-60 Hz
Single-phase AC 380-480 V (-15-10%), 50-60 Hz
3.7
8
10.1
17.5
22.8
39
11.1
24
30.3
47.25
57
97.5
Quadrature(Incremental), BiSS-B, BiSS-C(Absolute, Incremental),Tamagawa Serial(Absolute,
Incremental), EnDat 2.2, Sinusoidal, Analog Hall
Maximum 1 : 5000
Maximum 1 kHz or above (when the 19-bit serial encoder is applied).
±0.01% or lower (when the load changes between 0 and 100%)
±0.1% or less (temperature of 25℃ (±10))
Within ±1%
FoE (Firmware download)
EoE (Parameter setting, adjustment, auxiliary functions, and parameter copy through UDP)
CoE (IEC 61158 Type12, IEC 61800-7 CiA 402 drive profile)
100BASE-TX(IEEE802.3)
RJ45 x 2
Within 100 m between nodes
Sync by DC mode Minimum DC cycle: 250[us]
LinkAct IN, LinkAct OUT, RUN, ERR
Profile Position Mode, Profile Velocity Mode, Profile Torque Mode

Cia402 drive
profile

Cyclic Synchronous Position Mode, Cyclic Synchronous Velocity Mode, Cyclic Synchronous
Torque Mode
Homing Mode
8 inputs. Voltage range : DC 12[V] ~ DC 24[V]
15 functions can be selected for assignment.

Digital Input
Digital
Input/Output

Note) * Default configuration

Digital Output

Analog Monitor
Safety Functions
Function
USB
communication

Communication
standard
Connecting device
Dynamic braking

Built-in functions

Environment

Order data

(*POT, *NOT, *HOME, *STOP, *PCON, *GAIN2, *P_CL, *N_CL, PROBE1, PROBE2, EMG,
A_RST, SVON, LVSF1, LVSF2)

Regenerative
braking
Display function
Self-Setting
Function
Add-on functions
Protection
functions
Use temperature
/Storage
temperature
Use humidity
/Storage humidity
Other

Service rating: 4 outputs. DC 24[V] ±10%, 120[mA]
11 functions can be selected for assignment.
(*BRAKE±, *ALARM±, *READY±, *ZSPD±, INPOS±, TLMT±, ,VLMT±, INSPD±, WARN±,
TGON±, INPOS2±)
Note) * Default configuration.
A total of 2 input channels (allocable)
You can selectively allocate a total of 15 kinds of output.
2 input channels (STO1, STO2), 1 output channel (EDM±)
Firmware download, parameter setting, adjustment, auxiliary functions, and parameter copy
function.
Conform to the USB 2.0 Full Speed Standard.
PC or USB storage medium
Standard built-in (activated when the servo alarm goes off or when the servo is off)
Note) If excessive DB(Dynamic Brake) or more than allowable inertia is used, the DB resistor
may be burnt.
Both the default built-in brake and an externally installed brake are possible.
Note) For L7□B150U, regenerative braking is installed externally as standard.
Seven segments (5 DIGIT)
Possible to set the drive node address by using Rotary Switch
Gain adjustment, alarm history, JOG operation, origin search
Overcurrent, overload, excessive current limit, overheat, overvoltage, undervoltage, overspeed,
encoder error, position following error, current sensing error, etc.
0 ~ 50[℃], -20 ~ 65[℃]
90% RH or less (no condensation)
Indoors in an area free from corrosive or combustible gases, liquids, or dust.
Article number
Product name
Comment
71481
BSD-L7NHA010U-2
71482
BSD-L7NHA020U-2
71483
BSD-L7NHA035U-2
71484
BSD-L7NHA050U-2
71485
BSD-L7NHA075U-2
71486
BSD-L7NHA150U-2
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8.1.3 Servo drive mechanical dimensions

8.1.3.1 BSD-L7NHA001U-2 ~ BSD-L7NHA004U-2

* Weight : 1.0[kg]

8.1.3.2 BSD-L7NHA010U-2

Weight : 1.5[kg] (Including cooling fan)
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8.1.3.3 BSD-L7NHB010U-4

*Weight : 1.5 kg (including the cooling fan)

8.1.3.4 BSD-L7NHB020U-4 / L7NHB035U-4

*Weight : 2.5 kg (including the cooling fan)
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8.1.3.5 BSD-L7NHB050U-4

*Weight : 5.5 kg (including the cooling fan)

8.1.3.6 BSD-L7NHB075U-4

*Weight : 8.5 kg (including the cooling fan)
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8.1.3.7 BSD-L7NHB150U-4

*Weight : 15.5 kg (including the cooling fan)
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8.2 Specification servo motors
8.2.1 Servo motors 200V BSD-L7NHA

8.2.1.1 BSD-FB/FC

AMK(2)-series, 60/80mm flange, 3000rpm

Servo Motor Type (BSD-)
Applicable Drive (BSD-L7NA

)

FB01AMK(2)

FB02AMK(2)

FB04AMK(2)

FC08AMK(2)

L7□A001

L7□A002

L7□A004

L7□A010

Rated Output

kW

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

Rated torque

N⋅ m

0.32

0.64

1.27

2.39

Maximum
instantaneous
torque

N⋅ m

0.96

1.91

3.82

7.16

Rated rotation
speed

RPM

3000

Maximum rotation
speed

RPM

5000

Inertia moment

kg⋅m2x10-4

0.09

Permitted load
inertia

0.15

0.25

1.25

Motor inertia x20

Rated power rate

kW/s

Speed and position
detector

Standard

Serial type 19 bit

Option

None

Protection
method

Fully enclosed⋅self-cooling IP65 (excluding axis penetration)

Time rating

Continuous

Ambient
temperature

0-40°C

Ambient
humidity

20-80% RH (no condensation)

Atmosphere

No direct sunlight, corrosive gas, or combustible gas

Specifications and
features

11.38

Motor inertia x15

27.95

Anti-vibration
Weight

65.90

45.78

Vibration acceleration of 49 m/s2 (5G)

Kg

0.7

0.9

1.3

2.7

♦Rotation Speed - Torque Characteristics♦
BSD-FB01A
Torqu
e
[Nm]Repeatedly used area

Continuously used area
Speed [r/min]

BSD-FB02A
Torqu
e
[Nm]Repeatedly used area

Continuously used area

BSD-FB04A
Torqu
e
[Nm]
Repeatedly used area

Continuously used area

Speed [r/min]

BSD-FC08A
Torqu
e
[Nm]
Repeatedly used area

Continuously used area
Speed [r/min]
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Speed [r/min]

8.2.1.2 BSD-FAL/FBL

AMK(2)-series, 40/60mm flange, 3000rpm

Model

FAL01AM8N(2)

FBL02AMK(2)

FBL04AMK(2)

L7□A001

L7□A002

L7□A004

[kW]

0.10

0.20

0.40

[N⋅m]

0.32

0.64

1.27

[kgf⋅cm]

3.25

6.49

12.99

[N⋅m]

0.96

1.91

3.82

[kgf⋅cm]

9.74

19.48

38.96

Rated Current

[A]Φ.ac.rms

1.25

1.45

2.60

Max Current

[A]Φ.ac.rms

3.75

4.35

7.80

Rated rotational
speed

[r/min]

3000

Peak rotational
speed

[r/min]

5000

BSDApplied Drive (L7□A□□)
Rated Power

Rated Torque

Instantaneous max
torque

[kg⋅m²x10¯⁴]

0.042

0.147

0.248

[gf⋅cm⋅s²]

0.043

0.150

0.253

Inertia moment

Permissible Load Inertia
Rated Power Rate

[kW/s]

Speed,

Standard

30 times the motor inertia

20 times the motor inertia

23.78

27.60

Serial Multi-Turn Built-in

27.07

Serial Multi-Turn Built-in Type(19bit)

Type(18bit)

Position Detector

Specifications and
Features

Weight

Option

x

Protection Method

Total Enclosure⋅Natural Cooling IP67(except for shaft penetration)

Time Rating

Continuous

Ambient
Temperature

0~40[°C]

Ambient Humidity

20~80[%]RH (no condensation)

Environment

No direct sunlight, no corrosive or inflammable gas.

Vibration
Resistance

Vibration acceleration 49[m/s2](5G)

[kg]

0.45

0.74

♦ Rotational speed-Torque Characteristics♦

Repeatedly used area
Continuously used area
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1.06





Repeatedly used area

Repeatedly used area

Continuously used area

Continuously used area
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Model
FCL08AMK(2)

BSDApplied Drive (L7□A□□)
Rated Power

L7□A010

[kW]

0.75

[N⋅m]

2.39

[kgf⋅cm]

24.36

[N⋅m]

7.16

[kgf⋅cm]

73.08

Rated Current

[A]Φ.ac.rms

5.02

Max Current

[A]Φ.ac.rms

15.07

Rated rotational
speed

[r/min]

3000

Peak rotational
speed

[r/min]

5000

[kg⋅m²x10¯⁴]

1.264

[gf⋅cm⋅s²]

1.290

Rated Torque

Instantaneous max
torque

Inertia moment

Permissible Load Inertia

15 times the motor inertia

Rated Power Rate

[kW/s]

45.09

Speed,

Standard

Serial Multi-Turn Built-in Type(19bit)

Position Detector

Option

X

Protection Method

Total Enclosure⋅Natural Cooling IP67(except for shaft penetration)

Time Rating

Continuous

Ambient
Temperature

0~40[°C]

Ambient Humidity

20~80[%]RH (no condensation)

Environment

No direct sunlight, no corrosive or inflammable gas.

Vibration
Resistance

Vibration acceleration 49[m/s2](5G)

Specifications and
Features

Weight

[kg]

2.68

♦ Rotational speed-Torque Characteristics♦

Repeatedly used area
Continuously used area
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8.2.2 Servo motor mechanical dimensions

8.2.2.1 BSD-FB01AMK(2), -FB02AMK(2), FB04AMK(2)

Name

External Dimensions

Weight(kg)

L

LM

LC

FB01AMK(2)

109(149.2)

79(119.2)

43.5(43)

0.72(1.3)

FB02AMK(2)

120(160.2)

90(130.2)

54.5(54)

0.94(1.49)

FB04AMK(2)

140(180.2)

110(150.2)

74.5(74)

1.32(1.87)

The sizes in parentheses apply when attached to the brakes.
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8.2.2.2 BSD-FC08AMK(2)

Name
FC08AMK(2)

External Dimensions
L

LM

LC

S

172.5(213)

132.5(173)

97(96.5)

19

The sizes in parentheses apply when attached to the brakes.
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Weight(kg)
2.72(3.76)

8.2.2.3 BSD - FAL01AM8N(2)-2

Model
FAL01AM8N(2)-2

External Dimension
L

LM

LC

LA

Weight
(kg)

120.2(156.6)

95.2(131.6)

66.5

35

0.45(0.80)

-use DC 24[V] power to open the brake.
- figures in ( ) indicates dimensions of brake type.
- for FAL motor, connect power cable first, then connect Encoder cable
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8.2.2.4 BSD-FBL02AMK(2)-2, - FBL04AMK(2)-2

External Dimension

Model

Key Dimension

Weight (kg)

L

LM

LC

S

H

T

W

U

FBL02AMK(2)-2

118.2(158.2)

88.2(128.2)

59.5(59.3)

14

-0.018

5

5

3

0.74(1.48)

FBL04AMK(2)-2

138.2(178.2)

108.2(148.2)

79.5(79.3)

14

-0.018

5

5

3

1.06(1.8)

- Use DC 24[V] power to open the brake.
- Figures in ( ) indicates dimensions of braked type.
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8.2.2.5 BSD - FCL08AMK(2)-2

External Dimension

Key Dimension

Model
BSD-

L

LM

LC

S

H

T

W

U

FCL08AMK(2)-2

174.7(215.5)

134.7(175.5)

106(105.8)

19

-0.021

6

6

3.5

- Use DC 24[V] power to open the brake.
- Figures in ( ) indicates dimensions of brake-attached type.
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Weight (kg)
2.68(3.48)/2.66(3.46)

8.2.3 Mechanical interface
All BSD motors are delivered with a keyed shaft and a removable key. Note that there is a limitation on the
allowed axial and radial force on the motor shafts. This must especially be controlled in toothed belt (pulley)
applications where the belt tension may cause a high radial force.
Flange

Lateral Load
N
kgf

Axial Load
N
kgf

40

148

15

39

4

60

206

21

69

7

80

255

26

98

10

130

725

74

362

37

180

1548

158

519

53

220

1850

189

781

90

Notes
Nr: 30 ㎜ or below

Lateral load

Axial load

8.2.4 Motor brake specification
Applied Motor
Series
Usage

FAL

FBL

FCL

FE

FF

FG

Maintenance

Maintenance

Maintenance

Maintenance

Maintenance

Maintenance

DC 24V

DC 24V

DC 24V

DC 24V

DC 24V

DC 90V

0.32

1.47

3.23

10.4

40

74

Power [W]

6

6.5

9

19.4

25

32

Coil Resistance[Ω]

96

89

64

29.6

23

327

Rated Current [A]

0.25

0.27

0.38

0.81

1.04

0.28

Braking Method

Spring Brake

Spring Brake

Spring Brake

Spring Brake

Spring Brake

Spring Brake

Insulation Type

Type F

Type F

Type F

Type F

Type F

Type F

Input Power [V]
Static Friction Torque
[N•m]

- Use a separate voltage supply source to provide power to the brake.
- Motor brake is to be used for maintaining a position. Do not use for braking...
- The above characteristics were measured at 20°C.
- The specifications above are subject to change. Please make sure to check the voltage specification
printed on the motor.
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8.2.5 Servo motors 400V BSD-L7NHB

8.2.5.1 BSD-FEP

AMK(2)-series, 130mm flange, 3000rpm

Servo Motor Type (BSD- )

FEP09AMK(2)-4

FEP15AMK(2)-4

Applicable Drive

L7□B010□

L7□B020□

Rated Output

FEP22AMK(2)-4

FEP30AMK(2)4

L7□B035□

[kW]

0.9

1.5

2.2

3.0

[N⋅m]

2.86

4.77

7.00

9.55

[kgf⋅cm]

29.23

48.72

71.46

97.44

Maximum instantaneous
torque

[N⋅m]

8.59

14.32

21.01

28.65

[kgf⋅cm]

87.7

146.16

214.37

292.33

Rated Current

[A]

3.47

6.68

9.12

9.94

Max. Current

[A]

10.40

20.03

27.35

29.81

Rated rotation speed

[r/min]

3000

Maximum rotation speed

[r/min]

5000

Rated torque

[kg⋅m2x10-4]

6.659

11.999

17.339

22.679

[gf⋅cm⋅s2]

6.795

12.244

17.693

23.142

12.32

19.00

28.28

40.21

Inertia moment
Permitted load inertia

Motor inertia x 10

Rated power rate

[kW/s]

Speed and position
detector

Standard

Serial type 19[Bit]

Protection method

Fully enclosed⋅self-cooling IP65 (excluding axis penetration)

Time rating

Continuous

Ambient
temperature

0-40 °C

Ambient humidity

20-80% RH (no condensation)

Atmosphere

No direct sunlight, corrosive gas, or combustible gas.

Specifications and features

Anti-vibration

Order data

Vibration acceleration of 49 m/s2 (5G)
Article number
71201
71202
71203
71204
71241
71242
71243
71244

Product name
BSD-FEP09AMK-4
BSD-FEP15AMK-4
BSD-FEP22AMK-4
BSD-FEP30AMK-4
BSD-FEP09AMK2-4
BSD-FEP15AMK2-4
BSD-FEP22AMK2-4
BSD-FEP30AMK2-4

Comment

Brake
Brake
Brake
Brake
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8.2.5.2 BSD-FEP

DMK(2)-series, 130mm flange, 2000rpm
FEP06DMK(2)-4

Servo Motor Type (BSD- )

FEP16DMK(2)-4

L7□B010□

Applicable Drive (L7 B )
Rated Output

FEP11DMK(2)-4

FEP22DMK(2)-4

L7□B020□

[kW]

0.6

1.1

1.6

2.2

[N⋅m]

2.86

5.25

7.64

10.5

[kgf⋅cm]

29.23

53.59

77.95

107.19

[N⋅m]

8.59

15.76

22.92

31.51

[kgf⋅cm]

87.7

160.78

233.86

321.56

[A]

3.28

3.40

4.97

6.80

9.83

10.19

14.92

20.04

Rated torque

Maximum instantaneous torque
Rated Current
Max. Current

[A]

Rated rotation speed

[r/min]

2000

Maximum rotation speed

[r/min]

3000

[kg⋅m2x10-4]

6.659

11.999

14.619

19.040

[gf⋅cm⋅s2]

6.795

12.244

14.917

19.429

[kW/s]

12.32

22.99

39.92

57.95

Inertia moment
Permitted load inertia
Rated power rate
Speed and position detector

Specifications and features

Motor inertia x 10

Standard

Serial type 19[Bit]

Protection
method

Fully enclosed⋅self-cooling IP65 (excluding axis penetration)

Time rating

Continuous

Ambient
temperature

0-40 °C

Ambient
humidity

20-80% RH (no condensation)

Atmosphere

No direct sunlight, corrosive gas, or combustible gas.

Anti-vibration

Order data

Vibration acceleration of 49 m/s2 (5G)
Article number
71221
71222
71223
71224
71261
71262
71263
71264

Product name
BSD-FEP06DMK-4
BSD-FEP11DMK-4
BSD-FEP16DMK-4
BSD-FEP22DMK-4
BSD-FEP06DMK2-4
BSD-FEP11DMK2-4
BSD-FEP16DMK2-4
BSD-FEP22DMK2-4

Comment

Brake
Brake
Brake
Brake
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8.2.5.3 BSD-FFP

A-/DMK(2)-series, 180mm flange, 2000/3000rpm

Servo Motor Type (BSD- )

FFP35DMK(2)

Applicable Drive (L7 B )

L7□B035□

Rated Output

FFP50AMK(2)

FFP55DMK(2)

FFP75DMK(2)

L7□B050□

L7□B075□

[kW]

3.5

5.0

5.5

7.5

[N⋅m]

16.71

15.92

26.26

35.81

[kgf⋅cm]

170.52

162.40

267.96

365.41

Maximum instantaneous
torque

[N⋅m]

50.13

39.79

78.78

89.52

[kgf⋅cm]

511.57

406.01

803.89

913.52

Rated Current

[A]

9.09

16.07

14.70

18.97

44.10

Rated torque

Max. Current

[A]

27.26

48.22

Rated rotation speed

[r/min]

2000

3000

47.42

Maximum rotation speed

[r/min]

3000

5000

3000

2500

[kg⋅m2x10-4]

46.560

46.560

73.850

106.730

[gf⋅cm⋅s2]

47.510

47.510

75.357

108.908

[kW/s]

59.98

93.38

120.15

2000

Inertia moment
Permitted load inertia
Rated power rate
Speed and position detector

Motor inertia x 5
54.40

Standard

Serial type 19[Bit]

Protection method

Fully enclosed⋅self-cooling IP65 (excluding axis penetration)

Time rating

Continuous

Ambient temperature

0-40 °C

Ambient humidity

20-80% RH (no condensation)

Atmosphere

No direct sunlight, corrosive gas, or combustible gas.

Specifications and features

Anti-vibration

Order data

Vibration acceleration of 49 m/s2 (5G)
Article number
71225
71205
71226
71227
71265
71245
71266
71267

Product name
BSD-FFP35DMK-4
BSD-FFP50AMK-4
BSD-FFP55DMK-4
BSD-FEP75DMK-4
BSD-FFP35DMK2-4
BSD-FFP50AMK2-4
BSD-FFP55DMK2-4
BSD-FEP75DMK2-4

Comment

Brake
Brake
Brake
Brake
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8.2.5.4 BSD-FGP

DMK(2)-series, 220mm flange, 2000rpm

Servo Motor Type (BSD- )

FGP110D

Applicable Drive (L7 B )

L7□B150□

Rated Output

[kW]

11.0

[N⋅m]

16.71

[kgf⋅cm]

170.52

Maximum
instantaneous torque

[N⋅m]

50.13

[kgf⋅cm]

511.57

Rated Current

[A]

27.41

Rated torque

Max. Current

[A]

68.52

Rated rotation speed

[r/min]

2000

Maximum rotation
speed

[r/min]

2500

[kg⋅m2x10-4]

291.36

[gf⋅cm⋅s2]

297.31

Inertia moment
Permitted load inertia

Motor inertia x 5

Rated power rate

[kW/s]

94.68

Speed and position
detector

Standard

Serial type 19[Bit]

Protection
method

Fully enclosed⋅self-cooling IP65 (excluding axis penetration)

Time rating

Continuous

Ambient
temperature

0-40 °C

Specifications and
features

Ambient humidity

20-80% RH (no condensation)

Atmosphere

No direct sunlight, corrosive gas, or combustible gas.

Anti-vibration
Order data

Vibration acceleration of 49 m/s2 (5G)
Article number
71228
71268

Product name
BSD-FGP110DMK-4
BSD-FGP110DMK2-4

Comment
Brake
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8.2.6 Servo motor mechanical dimensions

8.2.6.1 BSD-FEP09AMK(2)-4, -FEP06DMK(2)-4, -FEP15AMK(2)-4,
-FEP11DMK(2)-4, -FEP22AMK(2)-4, -FEP16DMK(2)-4,
-FEP30AMK(2)-4, FEP22DMK(2)-4

Key
Dimensions

External Dimensions

Model
BSD-

Weight

L

LM

LC

S

T

W

U

(Kg)

FEP09AMK(2)-4,FEP06DMK(2)-4

197.3(235.3)

139.3(177.3)

89.8(89.6)

19

5

5

3

5.04(6.58)

FEP15AMK(2)-4, FEP11DMK(2)-4

217.3(255.3)

159.3(197.3)

109.8(109.6)

19

5

5

3

6.74(8.28)

FEP22AMK(2)-4,FEP16DMK(2)-4

237.3(275.3)

179.3(217.3)

129.8(129.6)

22

6

6

3.5

8.48(10.02)

FEP30AMK(2)-4,FEP22DMK(2)-4

255.3(293.3)

197.3(235.3)

147.8(147.6)

24

7

8

4

10.05(11.59)

- Use DC power (24 V) to operate the brake.
- The sizes in parentheses apply when attached to the brakes.
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8.2.6.2 BSD-FFP35DMK(2)-4, -FFP50AMK(2)-4, -FFP55DMK(2)-4, FFP75DMK(2)-4

- Use DC power (24 V) to operate the brake.
- The sizes in parentheses apply when attached to the brakes.
External Dimensions

Key Dimensions

Model
L

LM

LC

FFP35D

287.5(338.9)

208.5(259.9)

159(158.7)

FFP50A(2)-4

287.5(338.9)

208.5(259.9)

159(158.7)

LR

331.5(382.9)

252.5(303.9)

203(202.7)

FFP75D(2)-4

384.5(435.9)

305.5(356.9)

256(255.7)

QW

T

W

U

12.5(19.7)

17.4(24.6)

10
79

FFP55D(2)-4

S

Weight
(Kg)

60

8
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5
25.2(32.4)
12

33.8(41.0)

8.2.6.3 FGP Series | BSD-FGP110D

External Dimensions

Model
BSD-

L

LM

LC

LF

LQ

FGP110D(2)-4

418.5(484.7)

353.5(419.7)

304(303.2)

21

66(132.2)

S

Power

Weight

Connector

(Kg)

MS3102A 32-17P

66.2(82.6)

- Use DC power (90 V) to operate the brake.
- The sizes in parentheses apply when attached to the brakes.
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8.3 Specification encoder cables
All encoder cables have pre manufactured connectors at both ends and cannot be shortened.

8.3.1 Encoder cables for BSD-FAL, FB(L) or FC(L)-motors
ES

Main
property

Incremental encoder cable

Type name

BSD- EF

Cable
specification

Twisted pair 3x2x0.2mm² (3x2x24AWG)

Cable diameter

6.7mm

Connector
direction

Towards motor shaft

Order data

Article number
71800
71801
71802
71803

Bending
10 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FAL/-FB(L)/-FC(L)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-EF03ES
3m
BSD-EF05ES
5m
BSD-EF10ES
10m
BSD-EF20ES
20m

Specifications
1. Motor Connection
a. CAP Specification : 2201825-1(Tyco)
b. SOCKET Specification : 2174065-4(Tyco )
2. Drive Connection (CN2)
a. CASE Specification : 10314-52A0-008(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
b. CONNECTOR Specification : 10114-3000VE(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
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Type name

BSD- EF

ES1

Main
property

Absolute encoder cable

Cable
specification

Twisted pair 4x2x0.2mm² (4x2x24AWG) with battery

Cable diameter

6.7mm

Connector
direction

Towards motor shaft

Order data

Article number
71804
71805
71806
71807

Bending
10 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FAL/-FB(L)/-FC(L)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-EF03ES1
3m
BSD-EF05ES1
5m
BSD-EF10ES1
10m
BSD-EF20ES1
20m

Specifications
1. Motor Connection
a. CAP Specification (9 Position) : 2201825-1(Tyco)
b. SOCKET Specification: 2174065-4(Tyco)
2. Drive Connection (CN2)
a . CASE Specification : 10314-52A0-008(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
b. CONNECTOR Specification: 10114-3000VE(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
3. Battery connection
a. CONNECTOR Specification : 5267-02A(Molex)
b. Battery Specification : ER6V(TOSHIBA, AA, 3.6V, 2000mAh)
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8.3.2 Encoder cables for BSD-FEP, FFP or FGP-motors
Type name

BSD- EF

DS

Main
property

Cable
specification

Twisted pair 3x2x0.2mm² (3x2x24AWG)

Cable diameter

6.7mm

Connector
direction

Sideways

Order data

Article number
71901
71902
71903
71904

Incremental encoder cable

Bending
10 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FEP/-FFP/-FGP
Motor
Product name
BSD-EF03DS
BSD-EF05DS
BSD-EF10DS
BSD-EF20DS

Length
3m
5m
10m
20m

Specifications
1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specifications : MS3108A 20-29S
2. Drive connection (CN2)
a. CASE specifications : 10314-52A0-008(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
b. CONNECTOR specifications : 10114-3000VE(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
Type name

BSD- EF

DS1

Main
property

Absolute encoder cable

Cable
specification

Twisted pair 4x2x0.2mm² (4x2x24AWG) with battery

Cable diameter

6.7mm

Connector
direction

Sideways

Order data

Article number
71906
71907
71908
71909

Bending
10 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FEP/-FFP/-FGP
Motor
Product name
BSD-EF03DS1
BSD-EF05DS1
BSD-EF10DS1
BSD-EF20DS1

Specifications

1. Motor Connection (MS: Military Standard)
a. PLUG Specification : MS3108B 20-29S
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Length
3m
5m
10m
20m

2. Drive Connection (CN2)
a. CASE Specification : 10314-52A0-008(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
b. CONNECTOR Specification : 10114-3000VE(3M) or SM-14J(Suntone)
3. Battery Connection
a. CONNECTOR Specification : 5267-02A(Molex)
b. Battery Specification : ER6V(TOSHIBA, AA, 3.6V, 2000mAh)
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8.4 Specification power cables 200V motors
8.4.1 Power cables for BSD-FB and FC-motors (NOT for L-series)
Type name

BSD- PF

FS

Cable
specification

4G0.75mm² (4x18AWG)

Cable diameter

6.10mm

Connector
direction

Towards motor shaft

Order data

Article number
71808
71809
71810
71811

Main
property

Power cable 200V

Bending
10 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FB/-FC (NOT L SERIES)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03FS
3m
BSD-PF05FS
5m
BSD-PF10FS
10m
BSD-PF20FS
20m

Specifications
1. Motor Connection
a. PLUG Specification : KN5FT04SJ1(JAE)
b. Socket Specification : ST-KN-S-C1B-3500 (JAE)
2. Drive Connection (U,V,W,FG)
a. U,V,W pin Specification: 1512
b. FG pin Specification: 1.5x4 (Ring Terminal)
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8.4.2 Power cables for BSD-FAL/-FBL/-FCL (L series only)
Type name

BSD- PF

LS-2

Cable
specification

4G0.75mm² (4x18AWG)

Cable diameter

6.10mm

Connector
direction

Towards motor shaft

Order data

Article number
71816
71817
71818
71819

Main
property

Power cable 200V

Bending
10 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FAL/-FBL/-FCL (L SERIES)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03LS-2
3m
BSD-PF05LS-2
5m
BSD-PF10LS-2
10m
BSD-PF20LS-2
20m

Specifications
1. Motor Connection
a. PLUG specification : SM-JN8FT04 (Suntone)
b. Socket specification : SMS-201 (Suntone)
2. Drive Connection (U,V,W,FG)
a. U,V,W Pin specification: 1512
b. FG Pin : 1.5x4 (Ring Terminal)
4. For FAL motor, connect power cable first, then encoder cable
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8.5 Specification brake cables 200V
8.5.1 Brake cables for BSD-FAL/FB(L) and FC(L)-motors
Type name

BSD- PF

QS

Cable
specification

4X0.5mm² (4X20AWG)

Cable diameter

5.10mm

Connector
direction

Towards motor shaft

Order data

Article number
71812
71813
71814
71815

Main
property

Brake cable

Bending
7.5 x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FAL/-FB(L)/-FC(L)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03QS
3m
BSD-PF05QS
5m
BSD-PF10QS
10m
BSD-PF20QS
20m

Specifications
1. Motor Connection
a. PLUG Specification : KN5FT02SJ1(JAE)
b. SOCKET Specification : ST-KN-S-C1B-3500 (JAE)
2. Brake Specification
a. Connection Terminal Specifications: 1.5x3(Ring Terminal)
3. Cable Specification : 2Cx0.5SQ or 2Cx20AWG
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8.6 Specification power cables 400V
8.6.1 Power cables for 400V BSD-FEP-motors
Type name

BSD- PF

HS-SD-4

Main
property

Cable
specification

4G1.5mm² (4X15AWG), shielded

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71921
71922
71923
71924

Power cable 400V

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FEP (without brake)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03HS-SD-4
3m
BSD-PF05HS-SD-4
5m
BSD-PF10HS-SD-4
10m
BSD-PF20HS-SD-4
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specifications : MS3108A 20-4S
2. Drive connection (U,V,W,FG)
a. U,V,W pin specifications: 1512(Ferrule)
b. FG pin specifications: 1.5x4(Ring Terminal)
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8.6.2 Power cables for 400V BSD-FFP-motors
BSD- PF

Type name

IS-SD-4

Main
property

Cable
specification

4G1.5mm² (4X15AWG), shielded

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71926
71927
71928
71929

Power cable 400V

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FFP35D (without brake)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03IS-SD-4
3m
BSD-PF05IS-SD-4
5m
BSD-PF10IS-SD-4
10m
BSD-PF20IS-SD-4
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specification : MS3108A 22-22S
2. Drive connection (U,V,W,FG)
a. U,V,W pin specification: 2512(Ferrule)
b. FG pin specification : 2.5x4 (Ring Terminal)
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BSD- PF

Type name

JS-SD-4

Main
property

Cable
specification

4G4mm² (4X11AWG), shielded

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71931
71932
71933
71934

Power cable 400V

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD- FFP50A/55D/75D
Motor
(without brake)
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03JS-SD-4
3m
BSD-PF05JS-SD-4
5m
BSD-PF10JS-SD-4
10m
BSD-PF20JS-SD-4
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection (MS : Military Standard)
a. PLUG specification : MS3108A 22-22S
2. Drive connection (U,V,W,FG)
a. U,V,W,FG 핀 specification : 4.0x 5(Ring Terminal)
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MS-SD-4

Main
property

Type name

BSD- PF

Cable
specification

4G7mm² (4X10AWG), shielded

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71941
71942
71943
71944

Power cable 400V

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD- FGP110D/FGP150G
Motor
(without brake)
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03MS-SD-4
3m
BSD-PF05MS-SD-4
5m
BSD-PF10MS-SD-4
10m
BSD-PF20MS-SD-4
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specification : MS3108A 32-17S
2. Drive connection (U,V,W,FG)
a. U,V,W,FG pin specification: 10x5 (Ring Terminal)
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8.7 Specification combined power and brake cables 400V
8.7.1 Combined power & brake cables for 400V BSD-FEP-motors
NB-SD-4

Main
property

Power & brake cable 400V

Type name

BSD- PF

Cable
specification

Power: 4G1.5mm² (4X15AWG), shielded, Brake: 2x0.75mm² (2X19AWG),

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71951
71952
71953
71954

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FEP (with brake)
Motor
Product name
BSD-PF03NB-SD-4
BSD-PF05NB-SD-4
BSD-PF10NB-SD-4
BSD-PF20NB-SD-4

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specifications : MS3108A 20-15S
2. Drive connection
a. U, V, W pin specifications: 1512(Ferrule)
b. FG pin specifications: 1.5 x 4(Ring Terminal)
3. Brake power cable connection
a. Connection terminal specifications: 1.5 x 3(Ring Terminal)
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Length
3m
5m
10m
20m

8.7.2 Combined power & brake cables for 400V BSD-FFP-motors
NB-SD-4

Main
property

Power & brake cable 400V

Type name

BSD- PF

Cable
specification

Power: 4G1.5mm² (4X15AWG), shielded, Brake: 2x0.75mm² (2X19AWG)

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71956
71957
71958
71959

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FFP35D (with brake)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03PB-SD-4
3m
BSD-PF05PB-SD-4
5m
BSD-PF10PB-SD-4
10m
BSD-PF20PB-SD-4
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specification : MS3108A 24-10S
2. Drive connection
a. U, V, W pin specification: 2512(Ferrule)
b. FG pin specification: 2.5 x 4(Ring Terminal)
4. Brake power connection
a. Connection terminal specifications: 1.5 x 3(Ring Terminal)
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BSD- PF

Type name

LB-SD-4

Main
property

Power & brake cable 400V

Cable
specification

Power: 4G1.5mm² (4X15AWG), shielded, Brake: 2x0.75mm² (2X19AWG)

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71961
71962
71963
71964

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FFP50A/55D/75D (with brake)
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03LB-SD-4
3m
BSD-PF05LB-SD-4
5m
BSD-PF10LB-SD-4
10m
BSD-PF20LB-SD-4
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specification : MS3108A 24-10S
2. Drive connection
a. U, V, W,FG pin specification : 4.0X5 (Ring Terminal)
3. Power cable specification : 4Cx4.0SQ or 4Cx11AWG
4. Brake power cable connection
a. Connection terminal specifications: 1.5 x 3(Ring Terminal)
5. Brake cable specification : 2Cx0.75SQ or 2Cx19AWG
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8.7.3 Brake cables for BSD-FGP-motors
BSD- PF

Type name

SB

Cable
specification

2x0.75mm² (2X19AWG)

Cable diameter

Xmm

Connector
direction

-

Order data

Article number
71946
71947
71948
71949

Main
property

Brake cable

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-FGP110D/FGP150G
Motor
Product name
Length
BSD-PF03SB
3m
BSD-PF05SB
5m
BSD-PF10SB
10m
BSD-PF20SB
20m

Specifications

1. Motor connection
a. PLUG specifications : MS3108B 14-7S(MS)
2. For brake
a. Connection terminal specifications : 1.5x3(Ring Terminal)
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8.8 Specification EMC-filters
8.8.1 Stand-alone filters
Type name
Specification
Voltage
Connectors
Order data

Main
EMC-filter
property
Used to suppress noise generated by the drive. Mounted beside drive.
3-phase 230/400V
Current
10A
Applied
Screw terminals
BSD-L7 A/BSD-L7 B
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71880
BSD-TB6-B010LBEI
-

BSD-TB6-B010LBEI

Specifications

Can be used to supply several drives. Specified current must not be exceeded.
Install as close to the drive(s) as possible to reduce cable length.

Type name
Specification
Voltage
Connectors
Order data

Main
EMC-filter
property
Used to suppress noise generated by the drive. Mounted beside drive
3-phase 230/400V
Current
30A
Applied
Screw terminals
BSD-L7 A/BSD-L7 B
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71881
BSD-TB6-B030NBDC
-

BSD-TB6-B030NBDC

Specifications

Can be used to supply several drives. Specified current must not be exceeded.
Install as close to the drive(s) as possible to reduce cable length.
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8.8.2 Footprint filters
Type name
Specification
Voltage
Connectors
Order data

Main
EMC-filter
property
Used to suppress noise generated by the drive. Mounted below drive
1-phase 230V
Current
6A
Screw terminals & premade
Applied
BSD-L7 A (100 – 400W)
cables
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
351120065
MF-2F230-06.230-MFa
-

MF-2F230-06.230-MFa

Technical data
Rated voltage 230 V~ +10%, Rated current 6 A, Frequency 50/60 Hz
Overload current 150% overload for 60 seconds, repeatable after 30 minutes
300% overload for 1 second, repeatable after 1 minute
Installation of the EMC-filter requires a vertical position to the metallic backplate.
Protective Conductor current 26 mA @ rated voltage +10%,
capacity tolerance of the condensers +10%

Specifications

Loss of power 10 W, Weight ca. 450 g
IEC category 40/100/21, Ambient temperature max. + 50°C, Protection index IP00
Terminals
Input side protection clamps, 0,2...4 mm2
Output side flex 1,5 mm², length 400 mm,
Cable end sleeves
Use the included screws for installation.

Type name
Specification
Voltage
Connectors
Order data

Main
EMC-filter
property
Used to suppress noise generated by the drive. Mounted below drive
1-phase 230V
Current
10A
Screw terminals & premade
Applied
BSD-L7 A (1000W)
cables
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
351120066
MF-2F230-06.230-MFb
-

MF-2F230-06.230-MFb

Technical data
Rated voltage 230 V~ +10%, Rated current 10 A, Frequency 50/60 Hz
Overload current 150% overload for 60 seconds, repeatable after 30 minutes
300% overload for 1 second, repeatable after 1 minute
Installation of the EMC-filter requires a vertical position to the metallic backplate.
Protective Conductor current 26 mA @ rated voltage +10%,
capacity tolerance of the condensers +10%

Specifications

Loss of power 10 W, Weight ca. 450 g
IEC category 40/100/21, Ambient temperature max. + 50°C, Protection index IP00
Terminals
Input side protection clamps, 0,2...4 mm2
Output side flex 1,5 mm², length 400 mm,
Cable end sleeves
Use the included screws for installation.
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8.8.3 EMC-filter mechanical dimensions

8.8.3.1 BSD-TB6-B010LBEI
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8.8.3.2 BSD- TB6-B030NBDC

8.8.3.3 MF-2F230-06.230-MFa
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8.8.3.4 MF-2F230-06.230-MFb
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8.9 Specification brake resistors
8.9.1 Brake resistors for 200V BSD-L7N(H)A/L7PA drives
Type name
Specification
Resistance
Connectors
Order data

Main
Brake resistor
property
External brake resistor to consume regenerative energy
Cont´s
50Ω
140W
power
Applied
Pre made wires 300mm
BSD-L7 A
U-2
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71860
BSD-140R50-2
-

BSD-140R50-2

Specifications

To be mounted on a heatsink, i.e. back plate in electrical cabinet

Type name
Specification
Resistance
Connectors
Order data

Main
Brake resistor
property
External brake resistor to consume regenerative energy
Cont´s
30Ω
300W
power
Applied
Pre made wires
BSD-L7 A
U-2
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71860
BSD-300R30-2
-

BSD-300R30-2

Specifications

To be mounted on a heatsink, i.e. back plate in electrical cabinet
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8.9.2 Brake resistors for 400V BSD-L7N(H)B/L7PB drives
Type name
Specification
Resistance
Connectors
Order data

Main
Brake resistor
property
External brake resistor to consume regenerative energy
Cont´s
82Ω
300W
power
Applied
Pre made wires
BSD-L7 B
U-4
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71866
BSD-300R82-4
-

BSD-300R82-4

Specifications

To be mounted on a heatsink, i.e. back plate in electrical cabinet

Type name
Specification
Resistance
Connectors
Order data

Main
Brake resistor
property
External brake resistor to consume regenerative energy
Cont´s
140Ω
600W
power
Applied
BSD-L7 B
U-4
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71867
BSD-600R140-4
-

BSD-600R140-4

Specifications

To be mounted on a heatsink, i.e. back plate in electrical cabinet
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Type name
Specification
Resistance
Connectors
Order data

Main
Brake resistor
property
External brake resistor to consume regenerative energy
Cont´s
75Ω
300W
power
Applied
BSD-L7 B
U-4
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71868
BSD-600R75-4
-

BSD-600R75-4

Specifications

To be mounted on a heatsink, i.e. back plate in electrical cabinet

Type name
Specification
Resistance
Connectors
Order data

Main
Brake resistor
property
External brake resistor to consume regenerative energy
Cont´s
13Ω
2000W
power
Applied
Pre made wires 300mm
BSD-L7 B
U-4
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71869
BSD-2000R13-4
-

BSD-2000R13-4

Specifications

To be mounted on a heatsink, i.e. back plate in electrical cabinet
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8.10 Specification options and accessories
8.10.1

I/O-cables
BSD- CN1

Type name

A

Cable
specification

20x0.08mm² (20X28AWG)

Cable diameter

Xmm

Data

-

Order data

Article number
71850
71851

Main
property

I/O cable

Bending
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-L7N (H)
Drive
Product name
BSD-CN101A
BSD-CN103A

Specifications
Drive connection (I/O)
Case specifications: 10320-52A0-008(3M)
Connector specifications: 10120-3000PE(3M)

8.10.1.1
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Length
1m
3m

8.10.1.2

I/O-cable description and colour coding

The open end of the BSD-CN1 A-cable is arranged according to the table below. The cable wires are coded
with coloured dots arranged in groups. The cable is available in two versions:
1st version:
Corresponding
Terminal
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
17
18
19
20

Pair

Colour

Dot Colour

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8

Orange
Orange
Yellow
Yellow
White
Grey
Grey
Pink
Pink
Orange
Orange
Yellow
Yellow
Grey
Grey
Pink
Pink

Black
Red
Black
Red
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red

Nr of
grouped dots
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Function
BRAKE+
BRAKERDY+
RDY0V
HOME
STOP
PCL
NCL
POT
NOT
PCON
GAIN2
ALARM+
ALARMZSPD+
ZSPD--

2nd version:
Corresponding
Terminal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Pair

Colour

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

Dot
Colour
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red
Black
Black
Red
Black
Red

Nr of
grouped dots
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
5

Function
(L7NH)
BRAKE+
BRAKERDY+
RDYAGND(0V)
DC 24V
HOME
STOP
PCL
NCL
POT
NOT
PCON
GAIN2
A-TLMT
NC
ALARM+
ALARMZSPD+
ZSPD-
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8.10.1.3

I/O-cable with terminal for DIN rail
Main
I/O cable with terminal
property
I/O-cable, 0.5m length with terminal for DIN rail mount
Bending
Xmm
X x cable diameter
radius.
Applied
BSD-L7N (H)
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71858
BSD-L7NCN1T
0.5m

BSD-L7NCN1T

Type name
Specification
Cable diameter
Connector
direction
Order data

Specifications
PRINCIPAL PICTURE ONLY
Drive connection (I/O)
Case specifications: XXX
Connector specifications: XXX

8.10.2

Encoder connector

Type name
Specification
Data
Order data

Specifications

Main
Encoder connector
property
Soldering connector for user manufacturing of encoder cables
Applied
BSD-L7N (H)/BSD-L7P
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71852
BSD-CN3NNAE
-

BSD-CN3NNAE

8

1

14

7

CASE Specifications : 10314-52A0-008(3M)
a. CONNECTOR Specifications : 10114-3000VE(3M)
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8.10.3

USB communication cable
Main
USB communication cable
property
Communication cables to connect PC with BSD-drive
Applied
USB to mini USB
BSD-L7N (H)/BSD-L7P
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71854
BSD-CN5L7U
2m

BSD-CN5L7U

Type name
Specification
Connectors
Order data

1. PC connection: USB A Plug
Specifications

2. Drive connection (USB): Mini USB 5P Plug
3. Electrical requirements:
Double shielded, twisted pair, EMI filter installation
(similar product: KU-AMB518 by SANWA)

8.10.4

Encoder backup battery

Type name
Specification
Connectors
Order data

Main
Encoder backup battery
property
Backup battery to maintain absolute encoder position when the drive is
powered off. Must be used in combination with an absolute encoder cable.
Applied
Premanufactured
BSD-L7N (H)/BSD-L7P
Drive
Article number
Product name
Length
71855
BSD-BATT36
-

BSD-BATT

1. Model name: ER6V/3.6V
2. Capacity: 2400mAh
Specifications

3. Lithium (non-chargeable)
4. Size: 51x14x14mm, weight: 19g
NOTE: Included in delivery with an absolute encoder cable.
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8.11 Specification STO-safety cables & blind plugs
Main
STO Safety
property
Safety cable with connector and one open end
Applied
BSD-L7N (H)*
Drive
Article number
Product name
71831
BSD-STO03AE
71832
BSD-STO10AE
71833
BSD-STO30AE

BSD-STO

Type name
Specification
Data

Order data

AE

cable

Length
0.3m
1.0m
3.0m

Specifications

* Does not fit drives with article number 71400, 71411, 71422, 71433 and 71444

Corresponding
Terminal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Colour
Orange
Orange/black
Yellow
Yellow/Black
White
White/Black

Function
12V+ (only used in the blind plug)
12V- (only used in the blind plug)
HWBB1- (STO channel 1 negative)
HWBB1+ (STO channel 2 input)
HWBB2- (STO channel 2 negative)
HWBB2+ (STO channel 2 input)
EDM+ (supervision circuit)
EDM- (supervision circuit)

2nd version:
Corresponding
Terminal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Type name
Specification
Data
Order data

Colour
Orange
Orange/black
Yellow
Yellow/Black
White
White/Black

Function
12V+ (only used in the blind plug)
12V- (only used in the blind plug)
HWBB1- (STO channel 1 negative)
HWBB1+ (STO channel 2 input)
HWBB2- (STO channel 2 negative)
HWBB2+ (STO channel 2 input)
EDM+ (supervision circuit)
EDM- (supervision circuit)

Main
STO Safety
property
Blind plug to bypass the safety functionality
Applied
Included with drive
BSD-L7N (H)*
Drive
Article number
Product name
71830
BSD-CN6KE

BSD-CN6KE
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blind plug

Length
-

Specifications

* Does not fit drives with article number 71400, 71411, 71422, 71433 and 71444
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9

APPENDIX A - BSD & BoX2 pro motion Start-up Project

Parts of the documentation refers to the older product TxB SoftMotion. The main principles with BoX2 pro
motion and X2 pro are identical and can in most cases be easily translated. If there is any uncertainty, please
contact Beijer Electronics support.

9.1 Program example
Download the start-up project. See Validated versions.

9.1.1 iX Developer project
This chapter explains the Beijer Electronics made iX project.

9.1.1.1 Customer iX application (Start Screen)

This screen is the start-up screen, meaning it will be the first screen shown to the user once panel is started.
The point of having this screen is to let it represent the user application. This is in order to show that the Beijer
HMI screens can be easily added to any application.
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9.1.1.2 Servo – Background

This screen is the background for every other screen in the project.
The top and bottom banners are consistent throughout the entire project.
Top Banner, Indicators/Status
Torque

Displays the actual Torque in % and Nm.

Pos

Displays the actual Position in user-defined units.

Speed

Displays the actual Speed in user-defined units per second.

Shows node address of the currently selected servo axis.
Direction buttons selects axis (or click to write an axis number).
Blinks red when EtherCAT network is offline/restarting.
Green indication if the axis is standstill and ready.
Green indication if the axis is without error.
Green indication if Beijer HMI control is enabled.
Visible if trace is activated (waiting for trigger or recording).
Top Banner, Button
Stops the current displayed servo axis.
Enables the current displayed servo axis.
Green indication when servo axis wants to close the loop.
<Type>

Displays the currently selected servo drive type (L7N/L7NH/PEGA).

BAT

Blinks red if battery voltage is low on the selected drive.

Bottom Banner, Navigational buttons
Shows the start-up screen (this screen).
Show parameter screen.
Show the tuning screen.
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Show the screen for general options.
Show the screen for homing.
Show the screen for active alarms.

9.1.1.3 Servo – Main

Screen with general servo controls
Jog
Jog Speed

Determines the speed of Jog command.

Jog acc/dec

Determines the acc & dec constant (ramp) of the jog command.
Start a Jog command forward direction.
Start a Jog command reverse direction.

Positioning
Cmd. Position

Determines the position data the position commands will use.

Cmd. Speed

Determines the speed the position commands will use.

Cmd. acc/dec

Determines the acc and dec ramp of position command.
Start an Absolute position command.
Start a Relative Position command.

General Status
Toggles the Beijer HMI control on/off.
Green indication if Beijer HMI control has been enabled.
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Note! HMIEnable must be enabled for all operations within the Beijer HMI to work.
Returns to the start-up screen/ Customer application.
Green indication if the servo axis is busy.
Green indication when the servo axis is done executing a positioning
command (only when command is kept held)
Textbox which shows an error description, only visible when an error
is active.
Attempts to reset the current alarm.

9.1.1.4 Servo – Parameter

Possibility to read/write from/to optional parameter in the servo amplifier.
Parameter
Index

Servo parameter number to read from in [hex]. A short description of
the parameter. For more details, see the servo amplifier manual.

Sub Index

Servo parameter sub index number to read from. A short description
of the parameter. For more details, see the servo amplifier manual.

Value (dec/hex/str)

Value that is read/ written, from/to the servo parameter. Presented in
both decimal & hex, also as a read-only string.

Read (button)

Reads the value from the selected parameter and sub index.

Write (button)

Writes the value to the selected parameter and sub index.

Busy

Green indication when application is executing a parameter command.

Done

Green indication when application is done executing previous
command (only if command is kept held).

Error

Red indication when there is a command error (only if command is
kept held).

Store all (EEPROM)

Save all servo parameters to EEPROM. If not saved to EEPROM all
changes will be lost at power off.
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9.1.1.5 Servo – Tuning

Screen which allows the user to overview and change tuning settings for the selected axis.
Note! HMIEnable must be enabled and you must press Write for changes to take effect.
Tuning settings
These settings are not available for L7N drive models.
Gain Tuning mode
Press to toggle between Online tuning mode (servo will calculate
tuning parameters by itself while moving) and Offline tuning mode
(servo does a one-shot tuning operation).
System rigidity

Defines the system rigidity (servo response). Value ranges between 1
(very soft) and 20 (extremely hard).

Loop parameters
Inertia ratio

Load inertia value from the servo amplifier.

Speed loop gain

Speed gain value from the servo amplifier.

Speed Integral time

Speed I time value from the servo amplifier.

Pos loop Gain

Position Gain 1 value from the servo amplifier.

General operation
Read (button)

Reads the auto tuning parameters.

Write (button)

Write parameters to servo amplifier. (HMIEnable must be enabled)

Start offline tuning (button)

Executes an auto tuning operation. Axis will perform an oscillating
movement, measure the result and then adjust parameters above by
itself.

Busy

Green indication when writing/reading/auto tuning is ongoing

Done

Green indication when writing/reading/auto tuning is done (only if
command is kept held).

Error

Red indication when writing/reading/auto tuning has generated an
error (only if command is kept held).

Store all

Save all servo parameters to EEPROM. If not saved to EEPROM,
changes will be lost at power off.
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9.1.1.6 Main – Settings

General settings for the panel and servo application.
Servo Setting
Stop deceleration

Determines the Stop deceleration constant.

S-curve/jerk

Determines the S-curve profile (0=Linear, 100=Full S). This affects
both acceleration and deceleration. S-ramps only works when using
Quadratic ramp type which is the default setting in our starter project.

Torque limit fwd.

Determines the torque limit for forward rotation.
Setting range 0.1-300.0

Torque limit rev

Determines the torque limit for reverse rotation.
Setting range 0.1-300.0

Panel Setting
Date & Time

Date and time settings for the operator panel.

IP settings

IP settings for the operator panel. Settings are only possible for
Ethernet port LAN A (programming). LAN B is dedicated for the
EtherCAT communication.

Time zone

Time zone settings for the operator panel.

Diagnostics

Shows the screen for viewing PLC/Panel diagnostics.
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9.1.1.7 Main – Settings – Diagnostics

SoftMotion - Diagnostics
SoftMotion status

Status of plc. Running/Stopped

CPU Load (global)

Current CPU load.

Show screen for EtherCAT diagnostic.
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9.1.1.8 Servo – Homing

Set home position
Analog numeric

Enter the desired home position in user-defined-units after homing
operation is executed and done.

Set (button)

Requests a homing operation.

Busy

Green indication during the homing operation.

HomeDone

Green indication once homing operation is done (only if command is
kept held).

AbsPosValid

Green indication once Servo drive considers current position as valid
(L7NH only).

Note! The homing function within the start-up project will always use method 35 (set current position as the
origin) with the specified offset. If you want to use another method, such as home switch search or
stopper stop, then you should NOT use the homing function supplied by the starter project.
Refer to section Homing Method in the drive manual on how to setup parameters for the desired method.
Then add a separate MC_Home function block to your code and use this to home the motor instead of the
homing pin supplied on the Beijer BSD function block.
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9.1.1.9 Servo – Alarm

Servo drive
Error

Red indication if there is an active alarm in the servo amplifier. Alarm
code and description is displayed, please refer to the servo manual for
alarm information and troubleshooting.

Warning

Red indication if there is an active warning in the servo amplifier.
Warning code is displayed, please refer to the servo manual for warning
information and troubleshooting.

STO/POT/NOT

Current status of hardware inputs. Green=ok, red=error (input is open).

Codesys
Error

General
Reset (Button)

Red indication if there is an active CODESYS SoftMotion error. Alarm
description is displayed as well.

Attempts to reset the servo drive/SoftMotion error.
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Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Note 4
Note 5
Note 6

From any state. An error in the axis occurred.
From any state. MC_Power.Enable = FALSE and there is no error in the axis.
MC_Reset AND MC_Power.Status = FALSE
MC_Reset AND MC_Power.Status = TRUE AND MC_Power.Enable = TRUE
MC_Power.Enable = TRUE AND MC_Power.Status = TRUE
MC_Stop.Done = TRUE AND MC_Stop.Execute = FALSE
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9.2 CODESYS project
This chapter explains the Beijer Electronics BoX2 pro motion CODESYS starter project. Please note that you do
not need to understand the code within the BSD function block to be able to use it, but the functionality is
documented here in case you want to dig a bit deeper.

9.2.1 Structure
The CODESYS SoftMotion program example is prepared for 8 servo axes

9.2.2 Beijer BSD EtherCAT
Note! Other than adjusting the number of axes, the code in this folder should NOT be altered without direct
consultation with Beijer support organization.
This folder contains all the programs (PRG) and Function blocks (FB) which are written by Beijer Electronics to
achieve basic servo functionality.
We recommend our customers to read through the _ReadMe_(PRG) before attempting to add any user-specific
code. The only exception to the recommendation “not to change the code”, is if you need to control more than 8
axes. If so, read through and follow instructions in the _ReadMe_(PRG) on how to expand the project.

9.2.2.1 Enumerations
The enumerations make the code easier to read since plain English can be used rather than a value.

9.2.2.2 Gvl - gvlBE
This global variable list (GVL) contains internal variables used within the Beijer BSD EtherCAT program code,
none of these are exchanged with the HMI.

9.2.2.3 Gvl - gvlBEHMI
This global variable list contains variables used within the Beijer BSD EtherCAT program code and are
exchanged with the HMI.

9.2.2.4 Prg - prgBeijerMain
Program “prgBeijerMain” is written in ST (Structured Text) and contains the main Beijer code to handle axis
selection and call the Beijer subprograms.

9.2.2.5 Prg - prgGeneralEtherCATHandling
Program “prgGeneralEtherCATHandling” is written in ST and initiates some basic parameter for the EtherCAT
master as well as handles the forced EtherCAT reset command.
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9.2.2.6 Prg – prgServoControl
Program “prgServoControl” is written in FBD (Function Block Diagram) and contains the calls of individual
function block for each servo axis.

9.2.2.7 Prg – prgTraceBSD
Program “prgTraceBSD” is written in ST and contains actions and methods for triggering data recordings and
making them available for HMI in the Windows shared RAM memory.

9.2.2.8 Fb - _BE_BSD_ETC_Control
Function block written in FBD to control a Beijer servo drive. Models L7N, L7NH and Pegasus are supported.
This FB is used by prgServoControl.

9.2.2.9 Fb - _BE_BSD_ETC_ReadPrm
Function block written in ST for reading a parameter via an asynchronous SDO request.
This FB is used by _BE_BSD_ETC_Control.

9.2.2.10

Fb - _BE_BSD_ETC_WritePrm

Function block written in ST for writing a parameter via an asynchronous SDO request.
This FB is used by _BE_BSD_ETC_Control.

9.2.2.11

Fb - _BE_Jog

Function block written in ST for jogging a servo axis. This block supports velocity change on the fly which, for
some reason, is not supported by the built-in CODESYS function block MC_Jog.
This FB is used by _BE_BSD_ETC_Control.

9.2.2.12

Fb - _BE_SRamp

Function block written in ST for calculating acceleration & jerk values to obtain a S-ramp percentage behaviour.
This FB is used by _BE_BSD_ETC_Control.

9.2.2.13

Fb - _BE_TorqueRMS

Function block written in ST for creating an accurate Torque RMS value over the past 15 seconds.
This FB is used by _BE_BSD_ETC_Control.

9.2.2.14

_ReadMe_

The ReadMe explains:
Version history of the program example.
Information to the programmer regarding code alterations.
Known limitations.
Planned features for future versions.
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9.2.3 Customer program example
Small customer example of how to handle servo on, reset, jog and errors.

9.2.3.1 Gvl - GVL
This Global Variable List is meant for the user to put their variables for user-specific
code.

9.2.3.2 Gvl – gvlHMI
This Global Variable List is meant for the user to put their variables to be exchanged with the HMI.

9.2.3.3 Prg – prgExampleServoAll
Program written in LD (Ladder) handling perform automatic servo on/reset and toggle the important
gvlBEHMI.g_xBeijerHMIEnabled flag.

9.2.3.4 Prg – prgExampleServoX/Y
Program examples of how to use the control signals and how to interlock them against
gvlBEHMI.g_xBeijerHMIEnabled.

9.2.3.5 TraceExampleServoX
Example that shows how to setup a trace for plotting commanded and actual velocity as well as the actual torque
(in percentage) for a relative/incremental positioning move.

9.2.4 Global variable lists and structured data types
As stated before, gvlBE is used for internal purposes and gvlBEHMI is used for communication with the HMI.
Do NOT alter these except for when/if you are changing the number of axes in the project.

gvlBE has a variable named “g_aServo” declared as ”ARRAY [1..8]
OF strServo”. This means that each of the servo axis 1 to 8 has their
own set of variables defined in the structure “strServo”.
gvlBEHMI has a variable named “g_ServoHMI” which is a smaller
but similar structure to the strServo. This will be used for HMI
communication.
The idea of using a single separate structure is to show only one servo axis in the HMI at a time by mirroring the
correct instance of “g_aServoBEHMI” into the “g_ServoHMI”. This way communication is minimized, and
variables can also be converted for compatibility reasons. From an HMI point of view, there will be no
difference when running 8 or 20 axes in the start-up project, the amount of tags to the HMI will be the same.
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The input “io_Axis” is of the data type “AXIS_REF_ETC_DS402_CS” and is intended to be directly connected
to the SoftMotion motor object, f ex Servo1.

9.2.5 Project configuration

9.2.5.1 Task Configuration
There is only one task configured in the CODESYS program example.
“EtherCAT_Master”. Put your own programs at the end of this task, there is no
need to use separate tasks unless you run into high CPU load or distributed
clock sync issues.
If you add more tasks there are rules on how to do this in order to not disrupt
the distributed clock, please contact Beijer Electronics if uncertain.
The “EtherCAT_Master” task is using an external synchronisation event and executes every 4000µs (4ms).
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9.2.5.2 EtherCAT master
The EtherCAT master should have following settings:

The functionality of the EtherCAT Master has been greatly improved in CODESYS 3.5 SP7 Patch 3. Since it is
based on the EtherCAT libraries version 3.5.7.0 it is safe to use with the 3.5.7.10 runtime in the TxB.
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9.2.5.3 EtherCAT slave
The EtherCAT Slave should have following settings:
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9.2.6 SoftMotion axis configuration
The SoftMotion axis object is configured via this object.

9.2.6.1 General

Choose Modulo for rotary applications and Finite for linear application. If S-ramps are to be used, please note
that the mode must be set to Quadratic.
If software limits are used, check the box and configure the limits. If activated, also setup a max distance for the
software error reaction to make sure the motor tries to stop within this distance before it hits mechanical stop.
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9.2.6.2 Scaling/Mapping

This tab is used to setup the ratio between motor encoder pulses and your choice of units in your application.
L7N/L7NH increments (motor encoder pulses) = 524288 (dec) = 80000 (hex). Pegasus increments (motor
encoder pulses) = 4096 (dec).
The start-up project assumes that 1 motor revolution generates a movement of 10 user units (think of it as 10
mm).
CODESYS uses float values for all positions so we STRONGLY suggest the use of mm or degrees as base unit
for your axis. By doing so, you will be able to command positions as mm and speeds as mm/s. Keep it simple,
avoid having to multiply by 1000 as you had to in old-school hardware/software.

9.2.6.3 I/O Mapping
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9.2.6.4 Information

9.3 Export of CODESYS variables (for import in iX HMI)
This is not needed in order to test the starter project, but as soon as you start adding your own code you will need
to do this at some point.
Variables that needs to be accessed outside of CODESYS needs to be exposed/made visible for external
programs. In CODESYS, the Symbol Configuration is used for this purpose and the result ends up in a xml file.

The xml file is created automatically whenever you transfer your CODESYS project, but it can also be created
offline using menu option Build/Generate Code.
The xml file is created in the project directory together with all of the other project files.
In order to setup the Symbol Configuration, double click and then select the variables you want to be able to read
from outside of CODESYS.
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9.4 Transfer CODESYS project to BoX2 pro motion
9.4.1 Create an active connection to the device
A gateway needs to be created in order to communicate between the PC and the HMI. Double click Device in the
Device tree. Select the “Communication Settings” tab. Press “Scan network…” and wait for scan to complete.
Identified CODESYS devices will appear in a selection window with their Device Address, in this example
[0044.B002]. The two last digits represents the last portion of the IP-address in hexadecimal. In the example we
are using 192.168.1.2, hence it will show 02 as last two digits. Select the correct device and press OK (or double
click it).
NOTE! If a device is not found, make sure your BoX2 pro motion has the same firmware version as the target.
NOTE! If it is still not found, make sure you can ping it. You can then try to enter the IP-address in the right
combo box (default IP = 192.168.1.1) to force a detection.
NOTE! Once found and selected, you can change the Device Name to something easier by using Device/Rename
Active Device. In the picture of this example it has been changed to KHN_TxB-SoftMotion.

9.4.2 Login and download the project
Once the gateway has been set and active connection selected, login to the device using menu option
Online/Login select “Login”.
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Some questions will appear depending on current application status (not covered by this document). Eventually
the project will be downloaded.
When the download finishes, you need to start the PLC either by using menu option Debug/Start or the play
button.

If you have done everything right, green indicators should now appear as your application and the EtherCAT bus
goes live. If something has a red triangle, simply double click it to view status and diagnostic messages.
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9.5 Import of CODESYS variables to iX SoftMotion
9.5.1 Import
In “Functions”, double click the “Tags” option:

In the window, choose the “Import tags to [SoftMotion]”.
Select the “CODESYS V3 import format” and browse to the location where the CODESYS project is saved.
Choose the xml file with the same name as the CODESYS project and press Open”.

Select “Import”. Select “All items” (as you should only expose what you actually use) and press OK. Press
“OK” in the “Import Result” dialog.
The imported tags can now be found within in the iX Tags list.
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9.6

Download iX project to X2 pro

Menu “Project”. Select “Download”. An automatic build/validation is performed. If there are no errors, then a
window with available devices pops up. Select the correct device and press “Download”. If your device does not
show up, try typing the IP-address manually in the Target textbox below the list, then press Download.

When download is completed, the iX application will Start-up automatically.
If you see an “Add Timeout” error message in the top left of your terminal screen, your CODESYS application
is either not running or there is a mismatch between iX tags and the variables selected in the CODESYS Symbol
configuration.
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10 APPENDIX B Project backup and restore
Parts of the documentation refers to the older product TxB SoftMotion. The main principles with BoX2 pro
motion and X2 pro are identical and can in most cases be easily translated. If there is any uncertainty, please
contact Beijer support.
Description of how to backup software and parameters for future use. This might be needed if there is a
malfunction of the iX panel, servo drive or similar. Always go through this procedure on a regular basis and
store the files on a trusted media.
Note that it is not possible to upload an iX or CODESYS-project unless the source files has previously been
downloaded.

10.1 Backup of iX application
The best way to back up a CODESYS application is to create an archive file. This file will contain all
information needed to recreate the project on any computer running CODESYS with the same version or newer.
Select File->Project Archive->Save/Send Archive from the drop-down menu as shown below:

Select the destination of the archive and name the file.

10.1.1

Backup of iX project

iX Developer has a simple back up feature that will store all application files in a single zip-file. Select the
General tab and click Back Up project:

Select the destination of the archive and name the file.
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10.1.2

Backup CODESYS application to USB memory

Use the Create boot application functionality to save a project to a USB Stick (or any other folder). Select the
Online -> Create Boot application from the drop down menu. Browse to the location of the USB Stick and click
Save. A file will be created that can later be uploaded automatically to an iX panel.

It is allowed to save an iX and CODESYS application on the same USB memory. Except these files it is
recommended that the USB memory is empty.

10.1.3

Backup iX application to USB memory

Use the Export functionality to save a project to a USB Stick, or any other folder. Select the General tab and
click Export. Browse to the location of the USB Stick and click OK. Select NO if asked to save the IP-address. A
file will be created that can later be uploaded automatically to an iX panel.

It is allowed to save an iX and CODESYS application on the same USB memory. Except these files it is
recommended that the USB memory is empty.

10.1.4

Verify and if needed update firmware on iX panel

The iX panel displays the current firmware in the bottom left corner when it is powered up.
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Verify that it says ”ver 6.0 build 202. Software version 3.5.7.1”. If NOT, then the firmware must be
updated.
If needed download the firmware. See Validated versions.
Double click on the file IML_TxB_SC_SM_b0202.exe. The following dialog is displayed

The firmware can be updated either by USB stick or via Ethernet.
USB: Select the drive ID to be used (=point to the USB). Click Create. An image loader file will be created on
the USB stick. Wait until the process is finished and then insert the USB in the iX panel. Cycle the power and
the firmware will be automatically installed.
Ethernet: Check the IP address of the iX panel (displayed at power up). The Ethernet port on the PC must be
assigned an IP address that allows communication with the iX panel. If in doubt check the connection by issuing
a ping command and verify that the panel replies. The iX panel IP address can be changed in the system menu.
Enter the iX panel IP address in the textbox TargetIP and click Update.
It is critical that the power supply to the iX panel is not disconnected during the update process.
Wait until the process is finished and then cycle the power to the iX panel. Verify that the correct firmware is
installed.

10.2 Restore an iX and/or CODESYS application from USB memory
Insert the USB memory in any of the iX panel USB ports. Cycle the power to the panel. When the iX panel is
powered up it will automatically detect the application files. Select Yes to install the files. After the installation
process is finished CODESYS will go into Run mode.

10.3 Restore parameters
Parameters can be restored in several different ways. One method is to use the Start-up Parameters feature.
Click the device to be edited and select the Start-up parameters tab. All parameters stored in this table will be
downloaded to the device each time the iX panel is restarted.
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Note that some parameters need to be stored to the flash memory of device and will not take effect until the
device is rebooted. Because of this the safe way is always to store all parameters to EEPROM (flash) when a
device has been replaced followed by cycling the power to the device. The Store All EEPROMl function is found
on the Parameters as well as the Tuning screen in the BSD Start-up project:

Activate the functionality on each node to securely save the parameters and then reboot the drives by cycling the
control power.

10.4 Absolute encoder functionality and homing
If a drive has been replaced the home position is lost. Activate a new home sequence to calibrate the axis. Since
the home position is application dependent it is critical to describe the procedure and mark the home position for
each axis.
This is only valid for axes using the absolute functionality (prm 0x2005 = 1) and with a battery mounted on the
encoder cable.

10.4.1

Backup and restore of variables

Variables can be backed up and restored either by a recipe in iX or by using the recipe manager in CODESYS.
Recipes in iX can be easily stored to an USB memory by the user. In the same manner a recipe can be restored
from a USB memory to an iX application. Click the Recipe icon to add the framework for handling recipes in iX.
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The advantage with iX recipes is that they can be save and restored without need of connecting a programming
PC. The drawback is that CODESYS variables must also be configured in iX. CODESYS offers a more versatile
recipe handler but with the drawback that it is handled from within CODESYS Developer.
Follow this link for a detailed description of the CODESYS recipe manager: CODESYS recipe manager
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